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Matthew J.Rebholz Dr. Carroll
Bell
L

ongtime NSA member Matthew J.
Rebholz died April 18, 2001, in
Laughlin, Nevada. He had worked
in Lockheed's Santa Clara, California, advanced aerospace materials
program for several years. He also
worked on the Agena program
with NASA and taught a course in
advanced materials in the civil
engineering department of UC
Santa Clara. Resides being an avid
stereo photographer, he was a lifelong student of history, astronomy
and geology, and traveled almost
continually. He was in charge of

Dealer Relationships at the 1982
fornia. Matthew moved to Wickenburg, Arizona, in 1997, and eventually to Sun City West. Survivors
include his brothers Pete Rebholz
of Sun City, A z and John Rebholz
of Reading, OH; his sister Betty
Jane
Washington; his children Kristine Uhlman
of Corvalis, OR, Mark Rebholz of
Aguila, AZ, Martin Rebholz of
Clute, TX, and Susan Parkman of
Seattle, WA.
- Iohn Dennis Gr'r

Juneau3-D Extended
44 uneau through the Stereoscope", the exhibit at the
Juneau-Douglas City Museum in

J

1929-2001

NSA convention in San Jose, Cali-

Alaska, has been extended through
the fall of 2001. (See SW Vol. 27
No. 4, page 29.) mr'r

D

r. Carroll Bell, long-time stereo
collector and antique dealer of
College Station, Texas died April
30,2001 at age 72. He was a
retired Air Force colonel who
earned his doctorate in education
at Texas
University, and had
taught in several area schools and
universities. He operated a large
antique shop and regularly exhibited at antique shows in the southwest. He had a fine collection of
views of local interest and was
well-known for his willingness to
talk with and educate novice collectors. For many years he was the
director of the south-central region
of NSA, and served as registrar of
the 1991 NSA convention in San
Antonio, Texas. An expert on
antique clocks and a gifted repairman, he had been president of the
area Guild of Clock Makers. He is
survived by his wife Mary Ellen
Bell.

- T.K.

Please start my one-year subscri tion to
Stereo World magazine and enrol me as a
member of the National Stereoscopic Association.
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Dr. Carroll Bell repairing a clock part.
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"Porte Ste Louis, Que. This view was taken in the
early 7 940s by a Canadian stereographer who
produced full stereoview size, black & white, positive
transparencies an film with the help of a custom
designed transposing printer-the subject of our
feature "A Transposing Stereo Printer and its views
of 7 940s Canada" by Robert C. Wilson. Like many
of the views in the collection, this one is printed on
film with a frosted base that provides a built-in
diffuser, allowing the use of a regular print stereoscope.
"
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EDITORSWEW

Comments
and Observations
john Dennis

Don't Let it all go Flat!
You Can Still
Renew the World...

T

hat is, if you dig out that NSA
renewal letter you meant to
"get around to" and send it in
soon. Remember, if you let your
membership lapse for long you
will n o longer automatically be
sent issues of the new volume you
may have missed. Just as is the
case now with new members, you
will start with the next six issues to
be published and get a renewal
notice before receiving the last of
those six. Missed issues can of
be ordered
the Back
Issue Service, 23575 C.R. 77,
Calhan, CO 80808.
(New members who have joined
in recent months may be confused
by the emphasis on renewing here.
For 27 years, NSA memberships ran
Stereo World volume to volume,
with everyone renewing at once
between NO. 5 or 6 of one volume
and No. 1 of the next. That
changed this year to a more ordinary system, but the surge of
I f you have comments or questions for the
/editor concerning any stereo-related matter
appearing (or missing) in the pages of Stereo
World, please write to /ohn Dennis, Stereo
World Editorial Office, 5610 SE 71st Ave.,
Portland, OR 97206.
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renewals near the end of any given
volume will continue for some
time.)

m a t $ coming up is
MORE than worth the price
of one view!
Basic U.S. memberships remain
at only $26. And for that you will
be getting:
A color issue featuring the work
of 'ports 'llushated stereogra~her
David Klutho.
a The stereos and history of the
1899-1902 Boer War.
The little-known Story of GO*
at One time the
,.,. ........,......,,,,-, "
Secret of Proper
The long awaited
feature on the stereoview promotion of
the 1920s films
"Phantom of the

a

Opera" and "The
Hunchback of
Notre Dame".
The story of Venbre
magazine and its
now very collectible
lenticular covers.

The most detailed look yet into
the Kaiser Panorama-the stereoscope that filled a room.
The story of the IMAX 3-D Space
Camera currently documenting
Space Station Alpha-by the NSA
member who designed the
camera.
The inside story of the design
and frantic production of polarized 3-D glasses for 1950s movie
audiences.
U-boat! German Submarines
through two World Wars as seen
in views from all over the world.
I could go on and on here, but
space is getting tight. The number
and quality of article and idea contributions from members continues to grow every Year, making it
joyfully impossible to accurately
forecast exactly what will appear in
any given issue. This applies to
both historical and current stereo
related material. A case in point is
our back cover feature for this
issue, which was proposed, finished and sent in only a matter of
(Continued o n page 31)
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The caption under the photo ot a mark on a Harvey
Prever lenticular image in the article "The Lenticular
Legacy of Harvey Prever" (SWVol. 27 No. 5, page 9
upper right) is incorrect. Although the mark can be
rt work as a Prever, il
used to identify this 1
not Harvey Prever's
T
actual signature,
which author Robert
Vance has on file
and which appears
here in an enlarged
another
Prever lenticular.

-.

A Stereo
Mini-Circus
Fantasy
4

review by John Dennis

T

om Trombley has been publishing his stereography under
the Third Eye Stereoptic trademark for some time now, making
available a very personal and mildly surrealistic approach to stereo
imaging. His current work, The Circus of Illusions, employs his basically simple but meticulously applied
techniques to the world of the circus as it might be remembered
from a dream and recreated from
table top sets and figures.
At first glance, the book's full
size, deep orange duo-tone views
appear to be rather static shots of
circus figures in front of striped
tent backgrounds. But when fused
into 3-Dl it quickly becomes evident that there's something weird
going on somewhere in each of
the eleven images. Shadows recede
behind walls (instantly turning the
stripes of a tent into the bars of a
tiger's cage in one view), or float
far in front of their owners. Arms
move between the sequential
exposures to give an impression of
movement and a dragon is suspended half inside and half outside a magician's box in a view
captioned "Our oriental apparition
conjured from somewhere between
here and there." Tiny mirrors
enhance the 3-D illusions in several views, while a ghostly floating
genie ignores being pierced by a
sword.

"Dragon Lady" from The Circus of Illusions. "Our oriental apparition conjured from somewhere between here and there. " o 2000 I A . Trombley

'

The Circus of Illusions is a long
way from the way View-Master or
Tru-Vue ever pictured the circus.
The show here is more with the
stereography itself than with the
model performers. The French creators of the famous model theatrical tissue sets and the "Diableries"
tissues could certainly have used
Mr. Trombley's imaginative stereographic skills (even if only to get
their windows right!) and it would
be fascinating to see what he could
do with the possibilities offered by
the tinting and piercing techniques used in classic tissue views.
Visitors to the Trade Fair at NSA
Y2K in Mesa were able to see some
of the circus tent sets and figures
used in The Circus of lllusio& at the
author's table, where the book was
introduced.

The pages featuring the book's
views are heavy stock, printed on
one side only. Captions and titles
are rather extravagantly printed on
two separate pages separating the
views, making for a half-inch thick
book with only eleven images-an
elegant collector's item, but I
would have liked the circus illusion dream to last a few views
longer. The wire binding allows
pages to open perfectly flat for easy
viewing while you heed the few
words of the opening text, "...suspend disbelief it's only your mind's
eye." e m
-""~~".mr.~"r..~..""..CC".*-fF...F1....."."I""nn,

Correc:tion:
In "Ta king Digit;3I 3-D Off-Limits",
the review of the C'D-ROM Nine
.
Days ~nCuba (SW Vol. 27 No. 5,
page 31), an incorrect ZIP code was
provided in the publisher's acIdress.
The correct mailing address fc3r
Catskill Reveries is PO Box 25
Youngsville, NY 12;
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and its views of 1940s Canada
by Robert G. Wilson

I

n 1979, I attended an auction in
Toronto and came away with a
stereoscopic viewer, more than
200 stereoscopic transparencies on
acetate film, and a funnv looking"
two lens apparatus which I
assumed was an enlarger. The
viewer and views were easy to
understand. It was the "enlarger"
which confused me. Why w&ld a
person want to magnify both
images of a stereo pair at the same
time? It was more than twenty
years later before I finally understood this device.

Printer showing the light housing off
the rails, the ground glass and the
sliding box pulled out.

The "enlarger" has no maker
identification and it appears to be
home made, well built by a very
capable technician. It has all the
details of a horizontal enlarger,
consisting of a single-bulb light

Transposing printer, showing the easel and printer box which slide on the rails for sizing and focus.

housing, ground glass, negative
carrier, two lenses and an easel, all
mounted on a pair of parallel rails
which have large screw-heads as
feet. The lamp in the housing is a
standard westinghouse ~ a z d 60
a
watt electric bulb. The negative
carrier is sized to hold two uncut
stereo negatives on 120 film and
has a narrow strip in the center to
separate the two negatives. The
two 130mm Kodak Anastigmat
f7.7 lenses are mounted on a box
bellows, which slides to adjust for
focus and framing. The alignment
of the stereo images that came
with this apparatus can easily be
..................................................................
Optical paths produced by this printer, showing the image mask that
selects the two cental images and
excludes the two outside images (see
text for description).
IMAGE MASK

@
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"Porte Ste Low, Que" The Stereo views all have a wide black bordei with a clear
box on the end to write a title. Many of the stereo views have a narrow black band
between the images like this one. Views printed like this are all on film with a frosted
base.

rect this, the images must be transposed, with the image from the
right negative moved to the left
..................................................................................... side in the print, and the image
from the left negative
duplicated with the "enlarger" and
an uncut pair of stereo negatives.
the right side. This is usually done
so they were likely printed using
This then retains the alignment
One
meththis device. In examining the
and register of the two images and
ods:
the
negatives
are
cut
apart,
apparatus carefully to prepare this
eliminates the tedious job of doing
transposed and printed; the negadescription, my friend and colthis manually.
tives
are printed, with the resulting
league Bob Lansdale found the
To do a quick review, if you
prints being cut apart and transclue to what it is. It is not an
make a contact print from a stereo
posed before mounting; or the two
enlarger, per se, as the images are
negative pair, the resulting print
images are printed in sequence,
really not made bigger. What it
will have reversed depth. To corwith the negative shifted on the
does is transpose the images so
that a stereo positive, with proper
........................................................................................................................................................
"Porte Kent, Quebec. " Many of the stereo views are printed with the two images
perspective, can be printed onto a
either
just touching or with a small overlap. Views printed like this are all on film
single sheet of paper (or film) from
with a clear base.

STEREO WORID Volume 26, Number 6

Likely the photographer and his wife, on a lunch break during one of their trips. This
image shows the 194 1 Ontario license plate.

paper between exposures. This
apparatus accomplished the transposition optically when the negatives are printed.
The diagram shows what happens when using this printer. Both
negatives of the stereo pair are projected onto the easel with both
lenses. When this projection takes
place, of course the images are
inverted" The right lens inverts the
two images and places them on
the right side of the easel. Similarly, the left lens inverts the two
images and places them on the left
side of the easel. This places the

right image from the right lens
and the left image from the left
lens upside down and side by side
in the center. The easel mask then
blocks out the two outside images,
and allows only the two inside
images to be printed on the film
(or paper). The two images have
now been transposed, with the
image from the right negative on
the left side of the print and the
image from the left negative on
the right side. The result is a stereo
pair with proper perspective printed directly onto a single piece of
film or paper from an uncut stereo

The stereo viewer with its light box, transparency stage and optics frame for focus
and inter-ocular adjustments. Made of black painted metal with bright brass fittings,
the viewer includes a supporting leg with what appears to be a monogrammed letter
H - the only identifying mark on any of the equipment.

@
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The negative carrier is sized for two
uncut stereo negatives on 120 size
film. There is a black bar between
the images, which results in the
space between the images on some
of the stereo pairs.

negative pair. By fine adjustments
of the sliding box, the width of a
black band between the images
can be adjusted, as can be seen
from the different stereo pairs illustrated.
The stereo transparencies that
came with this printer are interesting in themselves. Each has a pair
of two inch square images printed
side by side on a single sheet of 3.5
by 7 inch acetate film (the standard size for classic stereo cards).
Some of the trans~arenciesare on
clear acetate, whiie others have a
frosted base. On some of the views
there is a narrow black band
between the images, while on others the two images are printed side
by side without any space (or even
with a small amount of overlap) As
indicated before, the width of this
black band between the images
would have been adjusted by the
sliding box of the printer. Along
one end of each stereo view is a
blank window in which the title of
the view is sometimes written. The
images were likely taken over at
least a three year period in the
early 1940s with one image clearly
showing an Ontario 1941 license
plate (There are three different
license plates, with only one of
them clear enough to read the
province and date). These stereo
views contain mostly travel images

The easel consists of a wooden base
with six register pins and a cover
mask of Masonite.

..................................................................
from Ontario, Quebec and New
Brunswick, but do include two
views of Lake Placid, NY. They likely document a number of vacation
trips. Most are scenic views, with a
few containing people who were
likely the photographer and his
family. There is no identification of
the photographer.
But there is more to this mystery
which has not been satisfactorily
explained. As can be seen by the
examples shown here, all are positive images on acetate film, with a
solid black border, except for a
clear area near one end in which
the title of the image has often
been written. Also, on some views,
there is a black band between the
two images. The width of this
black band can be adjusted or
eliminated by adjusting the sliding
box of the printer. The edge of the
images are not defined by the easel
mask, but by the projection. How
was this black border obtained? If
the images were printed from negatives, then the border should be
white and not black. One theory is
that after the photographer printed his negative, he would then
place the resulting undeveloped
print in a second register-frame
containing opaque material to protect the image and identification
area, and flash the exposed acetate
with light to burn in the outer
black frame. But this does not
explain the black band between
the images on some of the views.
Or perhaps these images were
printed from positive originals
onto a positive film. Any thoughts
from readers of Stereo World on
how these views were produced
would be appreciated.

"Pont de Quebec. " The transparencies in the collection document urban scenes as well as
scenic vistas and historic buildings. The heavy, frosted base transparency material views
like this were printed on makes it possible to view them in any stereoscope, providing
many of the qualities of classic, full size glass views.

"Rocher Perce. " Late afternoon sun broke through the clouds to enhance the foreground in
this view of Perct Rock from near the site of the present day Le Bonaventure sur mer Hotel
in the village of Perce' on Quebec's Gaspe' peninsula. This extraordinary limestone monolith
has been a magnet for travelers for over a hundred years.

The village of Perce in the early 1940s. The woman appears to be holding a camera to
photograph the long popular tourist attraction village and offshore rock of the same name.
Information on this part of Quebec's Gaspe' peninsula can be found at:
htt~://www.auebectel.com/rest/indexaa.
htm.

..................................................................................................................................................................
I want to thank Robert E. Lansdale,
editor of Photographic Canadiana, for
taking the photographs of this printer,
for helping identifj, how it works and

for suggesting how the black border
may have been produced. The printer
and images are in the collection of the
author. r'rr'r
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All the News That's Fit t o Convert:

The Toronto Star

3-D Issue
by Robert G. Wilson.

The main front page article on
3-D introduced the newspaper
with these words:
"Searching for something deeper
in life? Something a little more
engaging? Allow us to transport
you in three steps:
1. Put on those funky free glasses
tucked in the middle of Starweek. [The Star's weekly TV section.]
2. Open your paper.
3. Smile."
The lead front page article was
written by Star feature writer Scott
Simmie, and includes about a full
page of text spread out over four
pages of the newspaper. He
explains, "This is a paper with
depth. In-your-face, off-the-page,
three-dimensional depth" and
The 3 - 0 teaser that appeared a number times of during week prior to the actual 3 - 0
quotes NSA member and Toronto
issue. This particular copy was in the Thursday,April 19, 2001, issue of the Star, page
stereo photographer Simon Bell,
MS.
who described the "wow" factor
that people get when they see
stereo images. Simmie outlines the
usual experiment of holding your
finger a foot from your face and
alternately opening and closing
each eye to demonstrate the two
images that your eyes see. He then
gives a quick overview of some of
The now very collectible anaglyphic glasses included with the April 2 1, 2001 Toronto
the highlights in the history of
Star. Anaglyphs generally work better on a computer screen than in print (especially
stereo, starting with Charles
newsprint!), but those who compared the 3 - 0 images briefly appearing on www.thesWheatstone ("a very cleaver chap")
tar.com with the same ones in the paper actually rated the printed versions easier to
view des~itetheir shortcomings.
and his first description of stereo
vision. He then mentions the tranI
I
sition from the use of a single cam-4
.* -..
era being moved between exvoI sures to kvo lens cameras and
recounts Queen Victoria's enthusiasm for stereo and how stereo
viewers were everywhere in the
late 1800s. He then skips quickly

F

or a week in mid April, 2001,
each issue of The Toronto Star
carried three inch banners
across the bottom of many of the
pages announcing "Talk about forward thinking, 3-Day, Saturday,
April 21." The Toronto Star is one of
three major Toronto daily newspapers, and their Saturday edition is
the largest, containing sixteen sections with a normal Saturday circulation of 800,000 copies. In this
3-D teaser, there was no indication
about what was to be included in
their upcoming 3-D paper, nor
how extensive it would be. The Star
had previously published anaglyph
images and had included glasses
with the paper. That was on 2
August 1997 when they published

a four page section with eight
anaglyph reproductions of NASA's
3-D images of Mars.
The Saturday issue finally arrived
at my doorstep. Across the top
banner on the front page were portraits of five local dignitaries, each
wearing their Star 3-D glasses.
There were two major headlines:
"Tear gas battle launches summit"
and "There's more depth in your
3-D Star." In all, the newspaper
carried 13 articles on various
aspects of 3-D imaging, more than
60 anaglyph images illustrating
their editorial content and 19
advertisements with 3-D images.
Anaglyphic images appeared in all
but three of the newspaper's sections.

-
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With economic meetings like April's Summit of the Americas certain to draw massive
anti-globalization protests, timing The Toronto Star's 3-0 issue for dramatic news
images (12 from Quebec City) may have been the easiest part of the project. The
caption for this hastily done 3-plane conversion of a 2 - 0 Cregg Newton/Reuten news
photo reads, "STREET FICHE Protesters said to be from the shadowy anarchist group
Black Bloc use a metal gate as a battering ram to storm a row of riot police yesterday
in Quebec City after breaching the infamous and controversial security wall at the
Summit of the Americas. "

to the early 1900s when stereo was
on a wane and then to the 1930s.
Here he has his facts a little mixed
up, referring to the Tru-Vue simple
stereo viewer that "allowed you to
click your way through an entire
cardboard wheel of backlit slides."
After commenting on the "Stereo
Realist" era of cameras, he tells us
about the 3-D movies of the 1950s
and then about the more modern
IMAX 3-Dmovies. Finally he
describes some futuristic uses of
3-Dl like the University of Illinois
in Chicago which has developed a
CAVE (Cave Automatic Virtual
Environment) in which the walls,
ceiling and floor of a room are
screens connected to a computer
which projects 3-D images that
change as you walk through the
room (Remember Star Trek's
Holodeck).

The other articles in the newspaper were not as long as this lead
article, and cover a wide range of
3-D topics:
An interview with Simon Bell
describes some of his stereoscopic
activities, from production of
StereoJet images to Eye to Eye
books. Included here is an
anaglyphic reproduction of Bell's
hyper-stereo of New York City.
In an essay on Canadian developed IMAX, they interviewed
Stephen Low of IMAX, and mention the problems with the original 1000 kg camera system and the
70 mm film. They comment on
their new 150 kg digital cameras
which will make it possible to add
live action drama to their stock of
documentary and animated films.
Included with this essay is a brief
outline of "Great moments in 3-D

cinema" and a list of 20 IMAX 3-D
movies in circulation and 11 more
in the works.
A nostalgia piece about ViewMaster includes some of the history of stereo. This is a cute little
essay, except that the author has
Wheatstone inventing the stereoscope in 1833 rather than the generally accepted 1830-1832 time
frame, View-Master starting in
1930 rather than 1939, and the
model C as their original viewer.
A new interactive hologram
design station being developed by
Ford to design new cars cheaper,
quicker and with better results is
described.
An interview with Jaron Lanier,
the man who coined the term Virtual Reality, describes how he
became interested in 3-D and some
of his past and current activities.
An essay covers the use of lenticular prints in the 1960s by Venture
magazine (they called the images
Xographs at the time).
The use of computers in the
courtroom is covered, with a speculation that "in the not-too-distant
future, courtrooms could exist only
in cyberspace, with crime scenes
recreated as holograms and trial
participants seeing each other only
through virtual reality glasses."
The way three-dimensional computer generated images are helping
doctors perform operations that
they could not have done before is
outlined.
In addition to these true stereoscopic applications, there are four
articles on 3-D computer chips,
computer software and a tri-color
laser-scanning camera which allow
the computer operator to create a
"3-D environment" for computers
or for motion picture animation
that allow characters to move
within that environment. However, and this is not made clear in
any of these articles, the image
seen by the viewer on his computer or movie screen is a regular 2-D
image.
All in all, the articles that appear
in this paper cover the spectrum of
3-D, with a bias towards the new
and upcoming. The historical
material is spread out and sketchy.
Noticeably absent is mention of
any of today's stereoscopic clubs
and associations. Before the paper
came out. I did tell Simmie about
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Exploin~ng3 - 0 conversion to its readers, the Star seemed to flaunt the synthetic origins of its much promoted "depth" in this boxed item in the April Z l s t 3 - 0 issue.
Captions under their very basic three steps are included in the text.

..........................................................................................................................................................
the NSA, but he did not really want
to hear about it, saying that he did
not think he would have space to
use it.
included in this newspaper are
Over 60 a n a g l ~ ~
images
h
ing the editorial content, to be
viewed with redlblue glasses that
were included with the paper.
Along the bottom border of each
page
an anaglyph
tration, they printed a color image
of their 3-D glasses.
For the most part, these illustrations disappointed me as nearly all
of the images were 3-D conversions of regular flat 2-D photographs. T\?e Toronto Stor Electronic
Imaging Group used Photoshop to
do the conversions of most of the
images illustrating the editorial
content. In the paper, they
described the process they used to
produce the anaglyphs:

2. Software separates all images into
their component channels - red, green
and blue. Technicians then manipulate
the red channel. The more that channel
is shifted to the right, the closer the
object will appear to you. Shift it to the
left and the object will appear to be
behind the paper. Any time the red
channel is moved, it leaves a bluish
"shadow" in its wake.

3. The glasses help make sense of it all,
decoding this hazy blur into a 3-D experience. The red lens makes the red channel invisible to your left eye, while the
blue lens masks that blue 'shadow" from
your right eye. Because each eye sees a
subtly different image, your brain is
fooled into making you perceive three
It won't
every0ne
all the time. But when it does, it's a pretty neat trick.

The images cover a full range of
topics, from current news items,
including coverage of the Economic Summit of the Americas held
that weekend in Quebec City (with
1. Images or photos start out flat as a
12 3-D conversions), sports, autopancake. Imaging technicians identify
mobiles,
housing, travel etc. Even
areas they want to leap off the page
the editorial cartoon was in 3-D.
(foreground), appear mid-way back
For the most part, the images are
(middle ground), or "behind" the surface
of the newspaper (background).
hard to look at. They exhibit the
Although there can be more layers
usual effects of tying to create a
involved, most photos in today's paper
3-D image by adjusting the plains
use three.
of a 2-D image. There are images
..................................................................................................................................................................
The LiveEye truck covers a "breaking" story. An actual stereo image used for the onaglyphic advertisement for Toronto television station C i t y - N in The Star. Stereo by Simon Bell

with confused plains when parts of
a complicated image were shifted
carrying other parts with them
that should not have been shifted.
There are cardboard, comic book
appearing figures. There are floating images. And with many
images, there are several layers of
depth in front of an otherwise flat
background.
Two good examples of these
effects come to mind. One is a
view from above showing the
Toronto Raptor's Vince Carter
about to stuff the basketball into
the net. The 3-D image shows the
net, the ball and Carter's arms
stretching above the page. Below
that is a perfectly flat image of the
rest of Carter, from his head to his
feet, all appearing in one flat plain.
The other example is a full page ad
for workopolis.com. This is a view
of nine cats and dogs on and
around a stuffed chair. In the 3-D
conversion, the two dogs closest to
the reader are floating about three
feet above the carpet on which
they are supposed to be standing.
The advertisements were handled differently. Here, each advertiser had to produce its own 3-D
advertisement. This entailed producing a stereoscopic image or 3-D
conversion and producing the
anaglyph copy. The advertiser then
gave The Star a finished film for
use in printing the paper. As with
the other images, nearly all of the
advertisements are 3-D conversions
and most demonstrate the same
problems as the editorial images.
Most are simply 3-D conversions of
the company's regular type of ad.
However, one innovative advertisement was for Telus Mobility. Even
though it does not come through
stereoscopically very well, it was a
change of pace from the rest. It
covers two full pages and shows
two ducks wearing anaglyph glasses and looking out of the paper at
the reader. One duck says "Look,
3-D people," and the other replies
llCoool (sic)."
But there are exceptions to the
poor 3-D images described above.
There are two real stereo views produced by Simon Bell. One is a
hyper-stereo view of New York City
overlooking Central Park taken
from an airplane and reproduced
as part of the interview with Bell.
(Continrred on p q e 13)
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A Cornucopia of New
Photo Histow Sources
reviews by John Dennis

F

ive new books have recently
come to our attention that
deserve recognition and praise
for their varied contributions to
the field of photo history research
and for the invaluable aid they will
provide future researchers and collectors studying specific photographers, images or subjects.

1500 Photographer's Stories
Pioneer Photqqraphers of the Far
West-A Ri~~qraphical
Dictionary,
1840-1865 by Peter E Palmquist
and Thomas R. Kailbourn is an
astounding volume of research,
and be assured that "volume" is
used here in both its manuscript
and measurement meanings. The
1840-65 time frame of this 704
page work covers the beginnings of
photography through the eras of
the daguerreotype and ambrotype,
and into

d

the introduction of the wet plate
and albumen print. The scope
includes nearly every individual
involved with photography west of
the continental divide, from Alaska
through Central America. The text
for each photographer ranges from
5 pages to a single paragraph, with
a rough average being about a half
page. Portraits of the photographers or photos of their studios are
included in some cases, but as a
truly comprehensive biographical
dictionary, there simply was not
space for examples of the work of
the listed photographers beyond
the exceptional images reproduced
in the introduction, including
three full stereoviews.
As Amon Carter Museum and
Amherst College photo historian
Martha A. Sandweiss notes in her
foreword, "Unlike other books on
western artists and photographers
which so often focus on the established masters of the crafts, this
book takes a breathtakingly broad
look at some eleven hundred-odd
photographers and practitioners of
related arts. In their failures and
relative anonymity, as well as in
their triumphs and occasional
bursts of fame, we can see for the
first time a full picture of what it
was like to labor in the fields of
photography, and gain a keener
sense of everyday life in the American West during the middle
decades of the nineteenth century.
...Distinguished by its imaginative
breadth, its copious scholarship
and its entertaining literary style,
Pioneer Photographers of the Far West
becomes the standard that future
biographical compendia and
photographic history books will
aspire to match."
According to the jacket, listings
actually reach about 1,500 with
the inclusion of retouchers, printers, makers and sellers of photographic equipment and stock, pub-

lishers, engravers, lithographers,
and those creating dioramas and
magic lantern shows. These listings
help fill in the historical record
and provide evidence of the economic and social influence of early
photography in the far west. Just
one indication of the book's broad
and comprehensive coverage in
this regard is the listing for Carleton Watkins' packer and cook,
who also appears in some Watkins
views.
As vital as they are for research
purposes, the many hundreds of
entries in this very special dictionary make fascinating reading no
matter how far they may lure the
reader from an original area of
interest. While its extensive footnotes for each entry provide valuable facts and sources for the
researcher, the main text of Pioneer
Photographers of the Far West could
simply be read cover to cover
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trations. If whatever enabled the
the authors to produce Pioneer Photographers of the Far West boils
down to a matter of brain chemistry, I'm sure it will be among the
most subtle and last of such substances to be isolated-but I'll certainly be in line for some.

as a historical narrative detailing
the lives and careers of people
bringing a new craft and art to one
of the most iugged remaining
regions of the planet. At 1.5 inches
thick by 8.5 by 11 inches of mostly
text, this is photo history's answer
to War and Peace, but with more
characters!
Most projects of this scope
would have farmed out much of
the research to various experts in
specific regions of concern, but
this is strictly the work of
Palmquist and Kailbourn, relying
on their nearly 50 years of photohistorical research and writing.
Without the staffing or monetary
support any large institution, the
book is the result of truly independent and dedicated effort. Just
what drives this sort of dedication
or energizes some people to put in
literally years of work on what is
sometimes casually described as a
"labor of love" is very hard to
identify and probably impossible
to fully comprehend. After many
years of editing Stereo World, I've
experienced what probably
amounts to an MRI scan "slice" of
whatever combination of knowledge and effort the authors put
into this book, containing material
easily the equivalent of 30 years
worth of Stereo World articles when
you add the magazine quotient of
illus-

That's Piracy!
Stolen Stereoviews-The pirating of
images by T.K. Treadwell is exactly
the book many collectors and students of vintage stereography have
been wishing existed for many
years. Copying the published
stereoviews of others and selling
the new prints as your own was a
common practice in the 19th century, but little historical research
has gone into identifying the
biggest perpetrators operating
under what names and using
whose originals.
Stolen Stereoviews provides background on the history of the practice and illustrations of the "work"
of several pirate publishers including Miller & Best, Continent
Stereoscopic Company, Diamond
H. Union View Co., etc. The ubiquitous Popular Series is of course
included, but information about
who was behind it is yet to be
uncovered. One fascinating tidbit
reveals that the pirating of views
was initially known in the U.S. as
"whacking" before the British term
"pirating" was generally adopted.

descriptive paragraphs covering
books or articles about photographic histories of places from
Albania to Venezuela, with stops in
Latvia or East Anglia or Ethiopia or
Uzbekistan (three listings!). Every
few pages, the cover of a listed
book is reproduced, making the
lust to browse through some of the
hundreds of thousands of photographic reproductions identified
just that much worse. Several listings for Stereo World articles and
books by NSA members appear
throughout the book.
The first section of PHOTOGRAPHERS is devoted to six essays concerning various aspects of photo
history research:
A "how to" essay by David
Haynes titled "Where Did You Find
That One?" provides practical
advice to the beginner on sources
and techniques as well as the use
of the world wide web.
Linda Ries relates a fascinating
story about researching photographer Charles Lochman in
"Lochman Located".
Drew Heath Johnson looks into
The Oakland Museum of California as a case study of "The Regional Photography Collection."
The changing maze of U.S. copyright laws, as they apply to museums, researchers and publications,
is explored in the clear and

A Directory of Directories
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PHOTOGRAPHERS A Sourcebook For
Historical Research is a completely
revised second edition of a work
originally published in 1991. Edited by former NSA President Peter
Palmquist, the new edition features six essays by leading photographic history researchers and an
updated world wide bibliography
of directories of photographers.
It's no surprise to see the impressive number of books published in
the U.S. and Europe illustrating or
listing the work of photographers
based on subjects or regions. But
the world wide array of books covering photography and photographers in virtually every country,
province, and major city on the
planet is truly astounding. This
book presents a real threat to those
wanting only to look up a couple
of specific sources. It's all too easy
to be lured into reading the

English 01
Illasters
:

tienre Stereoviews

B
i

.

J,

concise essay "Copyrights and
Other Rights" by NSA member Jeremy Rowe.
Peter Palmquist contributes an
essay on his research agency
"Women in Photography International Archive."
In "City Gallery", Steve
Knoblock explains his application
of genealogical methods to photo
history research on the world wide
web and the functions of his site
www.citv-gallerv.com.

English Masters
Etzglish Masters of Genre Stereoviews by T.K. Treadwell with contri-

I

butions from Don Gibbs, Geoffrey
Gilbert and Russell Norton
attempts to list the genre views
produced by English photographers in the 1850s and 1860s,
illustrating typical ones. Genre
views are generally defined as situational images of people, often in
a humorous vein, as opposed to
those views purely or primarily of
scenery. These were often made
using complex studio sets and
multiple actors, and are usually
beautifully tinted. Excluded are
conventional portraits, and documentary views of routine activities
or animals. The views are sorted by
maker (if known), and with few
exceptions the groups are listed
alphabetically. Within each group,
titles are listed alphabetically. The
sample views are reproduced full
size and in color, making this one
of the most extensive published
collections of these wonderful
views ever.

19th Century Japan
Portraits in Sepia-A comprehensive slmrvey of 19th century Japanese
photography by Torin Boyd and
Naomi Izakura presents, in both
Japanese and English, an extensive
listing of over 1150 Japanese photographers, studios, publishers and
researchers from the 1840s to
1912. About a quarter of the listings include a paragraph of biographical information on the individuals, and 64 pages are devoted
to color and duo-tone reproductions of over 200 images from the
authors' collections.
Also indexed are foreign photographers who worked in Japan in
the 19th century, as well as Japanese photographers who worked
abroad. A guide for dating Japan-

ese carte de visite and a chart of
19th century photographic
processes are included. This is
clearly the most comprehensive
reference work on the subject, and
the illustrations provide an added
reward even for those not researching Japanese photographers.
Most of the above are examples
of the carte de visite format, but
several larger photos of outdoor
scenes are included, as are five
stereoviews. One could of course
wish for more stereos, especially
from the prolific Meiji period
(1868-1912),but that might best
be left for a separate book. In fact,
a stereo connection is credited for
helping make the book possible in
the preface, in which the authors
thank, "Rob Oechsle of Okinawa
for his expertise on Japanese stereographs and the one responsible
for introducing this project to
JCII". The JCII Camera Museum
helped get the book published. (If
those letters sound familiar, it's
because they are the ones seen for
so many years on the little stickers
on Japanese cameras from the
Japan Camera and Optical Instruments Inspection and Testing
Institute.) r3r3

Toronto Star
3-D Issue
----

(Continued from page 10)

The other was commissioned by
the local Toronto television station, City-TV for their advertisement. Bell produced the anaglyph
versions of these images, which
were given to The Star to reproduce. And likely a full page
anaglyph advertisement for Toyota
Trucks was also produced from a
stereo pair, judging by the detail in
the distance of the image. (This
same image has been used by Toyota previously, in the 3-D coverage
of the Sydney Olympics on page
45 of the September 18, 2000 issue
of Sports Ilhrstraten).
The Star also ran a contest for
readers to vote for their favorite
3-D advertisement. The Toyota
Truck advertisement was voted the
best 3-D ad, and ten lucky people
each won a Sony Home Theater
System valued at $5,000 (Canadian).
The editors of The Star report
that they received more than the
usual numbers of letters from their
readers about this 3-D issue, with
more negative response than positive (This they say is commonmore people will register displeasure than pleasure). On Wednesday
the following week, the newspaper
carried three "Letters to the editor." One was from me, complaining about the 3-D conversions, and
hoping that in future issues they
would use true stereoscopic
images. The second letter was from
a person with poor eyesight who
complained that he has trouble
reading the normal paper and that
the anaglyph images made it even
more difficult. The third letter
described the paper as being awesome.
This 3-D project was initiated by
the advertising department of The
Star as a way to increase sales.
From this point of view, it was successful. They report printing an
extra 50,000 copies of this edition,
and sold almost all of them. But
they have no plans to repeat 3-D
in a whole newspaper. If they do
use 3-D again, it would likely be
on a more limited basis, confined
to a special section. ~srr
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Current Information
on Stereo Today
David Starkman & john Dennis

Lewis & Clark Interactive 3-D CD
pher's Notebook" in which Charlie
tells the story of the project's origins and of the lengthy effort to
complete the stereography. Small
anaglyphic glasses are included
with the CD.
For more on the Lewis & Clark
View-Master sets, the CD, and a
companion 3-D Reference Album
for use with either the View-Master
sets or the CD, contact Charlie Van
Pelt and Associates, 1424 E. Mountain, Glendale, CA 91207,

I

n addition to the series of ViewMaster packets (Lewis & Clark
Trail of Discovery 1804-1806, SW
Vol. 27 No. 5, page 28) by NSA
member Charley Van Pelt, an
Interactive Picture CD-ROM featuring 84 of his stereos taken along
the historic route has now been
released by Finley-Holiday Films.
The images can be viewed in flat
form, as color 3-D anaglyphs, or as
stereo pairs.
As each new image appears, a
map of the route is seen next to it
and a red dot indicates the location of the scene. The flat or
anaglyphic images can be viewed
in larger size, as can the maps in
order to show details of the location. An informative caption is
included with the scene and map.
In addition, the images (including

www.~eocities.comllewisandclark~
.
The CD is $19.95 plus shipping

the pairs) can be printed for convenient personal or classroom use.
Also on the CD are a Trail of Discovery screen saver, a listing of
Internet resources and a "Photogra-

(with lorgnette for viewing the
pairs) from Berezin Stereo Photography Products, 21686 Abedul,
Mission Viejo, CA 92691, (949)
215-1554, fax 581-3982,
3dOberezin.com www.berezin.com/
3d/virtual.htm#Lewis.

Can SHREK Save LF 3-D?
by 1.awrence Kaufman

I

was looking forward to the 3-D
large format (LF) version of the
new DreamWorks film SHREK. The
regular version opened in theaters
in May. Originally, the 3-D LF version was to open in the fall along
with the video release. With the
financial troubles that Imax is facing, the poor box office results of
3-D LF films and the slow-down in
the building of LF theaters, Imax
backed out of the deal they had
with DreamWorks.
DreamWorks still hopes to bring
SHREK to 3-D LF theaters at some
uncertain future time.
Jeffrey Katzenberg, while being
interviewed at www.dailyradar.com/
featureslshowbiz feature=-240-1
.html, tells us "we're [still] trying.
When I say we're trying, we're
doing it here. We are creating the
digital files that would allow us to
do that. The problem is that the

@
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entire exhibition business in the
US has filed for bankruptcy in the
last four months. Unless we can
get out to 100 theaters with it, the
economics will make it very, very
difficult to do. What I'm certain is
that it will have value some day.
I'd love to be able to do it immediately. We are creating a 3D digital
IMAX file of this film. Where and
when and how we get it out to the
world, I'm not sure of, but I'm sure
the file will be of great value at
some point."
Katzenberg continued, "I just
saw a technology the other day
that, for about $20, there's an
attachment that you can put on a
VCR or a DVD that would actually
allow you to watch a pretty compelling 3D presentation on your
television. So that could go one
notch further. That price point is
pretty good. We're ahead of the

curve right now-I'm not sure if
we're ahead by three months, six
months, twelve months, eighteen
months-we're not years ahead. At
some point, that 3D file will make
it out into the world."
I agree with those who believe
that if you are creating a digital
animated film, you are very foolish
if you are not also creating the 3-D
file as you go. I hope that SHREK
will make it out in a 3-D large format version, but 3-D DVD would
also be nice. I am glad that DreamWorks is foresighted enough to
realize the value this extra dimension has for their film.

his column depends on readers for
information. (We don't know everything!)
Please send information or questions to David
Starkman, Newviews Editor, P.O. Box 2368,
Culver City, CA

T

Realist on the Level

A

new bubble level for the Stereo
Realist has been introduced by
3D Development Company of
Savage, Minnesota. The glass level,
filled with a colored liquid and
including reference lines indicating
a true horizontal camera orientation, is held inside the Realist's
center viewfinder by a plastic ring.
This allows easy "snap-in" insertion of the level and easy removal
when it isn't desired.
There are those Realist owners
who disdain any reliance on such
accessories, and may look down on
those stereo cameras with built-in
levels. But hidden away among the
unmounted chips in their desks,
there are almost certainly a few
images that could have been
helped by having a level in the
viewfinder. The beauty of this level
is that it can be inserted and used
for just those few shots a year that
need it, then removed and stored
in the smallest pocket of a camera
bag or case for next time. It
requires no glue or tools to attach,
I

Chocolate
Depth
Hershey's Chocolate World, the
official visitors center of Hershey
Foods Corporation in Hershey, PA,
has unveiled details for a $10 million, 13,000 square foot expansion
that will feature a 250 seat, 3-D
theater attraction. The theater,
which will open in spring of 2002,
will contain Hershey!$ Really Bi,p3-0 Show, an immersive, threedimensional musical adventure
featuring the Hershey's product
characters as they come to life for
the first time on the big screen.
The show will be filled with surprises, as the audience becomes
part of the experience through the
most technologically advanced
special effects. A nominal admission fee will be charged for the
attraction. Developing the project
is Landmark Entertainment Group,
responsible for notable 3-D attractions like The Amazing Adventures
of Spider Man and Tenninator 2, 3-0
in Universal Studios, Orlando.

has no metal parts to scratch the
camera, allows the lens cover to
close normally, and is precision
engineered of durable, "aerospace
quality" polymer. You simply compress the ring and insert it in the
viewfinder until it sits flush against
the lens with a snap. The bubble
itself seems to be visible in any
lighting good enough to use the
camera.
While the bottom of the
viewfinder image can be seen clearly through the liquid in the level,
the ring holding it in place does
intrude at the corners of the image
area, making this an attachment
unlikely to be left on the camera
on a permanent basis. But its easy
insertion and removal make it a
reasonable aid to have on hand for

specific situations. One use not
mentioned in 3D Development's
promotional material would be
special effects shots requiring the
repetition of a certain tilt to the
camera. (The exaggeration of the
Mt. Washington Railway grade in
classic stereoviews comes to mind.)
Once the desired tilt has been
determined, the level could simply
be rotated to read horizontal,
allowing the same degree of tilt to
be repeated days later as long as
the level hasn't been removed.
The Bubble Level is available at
an introductory price of $29.95
from 3D Development Company,
P.O. Box 100, Savage, MN 553789998, sales@representatives.com,
www.representatives.com/3D.88

4 Large Format 3-D Films

Headed for DVD

lingshot Entertainment, an
independent distributor of DVD
and video programming, is set to
release some 3-D versions of recent
Large Format 3-D films in DVD
format.
Slingshot had previously
announced that in July the LF 3-D
film Ultimate G's would be available on DVD with 2-D and 3-D versions on the same disk. Ultimate
G's only played in a handful of LF
theaters. Even though the film
contains some of the most dynam-

S

ic aerial stunts ever shot on large
format, many institutional theaters
didn't think the fictionalized story
of a young boy's dream to fly fit
into their programming. Suggested
retail price is $19.99.
Slingshot Entertainment and
nWave Pictures have signed an
agreement to release three large
format animated films on DVD:
Encozlnter in the Third Dimension,
Alien Adventure, and Hazrnted
Castle.
(Continued on paxe 33)
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"A Frightful ExplosionN
Frederic Graff, r . Photographs
the I.P. Morris & Co. Disaster
by Sarah I. Weathenvax

I

n the early evening hours of
October 19, 1861, an explosion
rocked the waterfront neighborhood of Port Richmond in
Philadelphia. A large boiler had
exploded in the massive ironworks
belonging to I.P. Morris & Co.
blowing holes through buildings
and sending wooden beams,
bricks, and chunks of metal flying
in all directions. Disasters and
other out of the ordinary events
have always attracted photographers, so it is not surprising that at
least one photographer recorded
the wreckage. In this case however,
Frederic Graff, Jr. (1817-1890), the
photographer, had more than a
passing interest in the event he
recorded with his stereoscopic
camera. (Figure 1)

In 1828 Levi Morris and several
associates began manufacturing
heavy machinery in Philadelphia.
Within twenty years, the growth of
the company necessitated its move
to a large tract of land along the
Delaware River, a convenient location for transporting its products
by both ship and rail. On this site
the company erected a foundry, a
machine shop, a smithery, a boiler
shop and other smaller buildings.
By the late 1860s) the Port Richmond Iron Works of I.P. Morris &
Co. employed about 400 men.
(Figure 2)
Luckily, by about 5 4 5 PM on
October 19, 1861 most of the men
laboring at the ironworks had left
for the day. Few men witnessed the
explosion and the exact events

Fig. 2. 1.P Morris & Co. Works at Port Richmond, Philadelphia. Albumen stereograph
by Frederic Graff, Ir., ca. 186 7 . (Collection of the Library Compony of Philadelphia.)
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Fig. I . Frederic Gruff, /r. Albumen
carte-de-visite by Frederick GutekunSt, Ca. 1865. (Collection of the Library
Compony of Philadelphia.)

Fig. 3. Results of Boiler Explosion of October 79, 7867. Albumen stereograph by Frederic Gruff ]L, October 186 1 . (Collection of the Library Company of Philadelphia.)

is said against squirting water in

the fire chamber, by the assistant
..........................................................................................................................................................
leading up to the disaster remained
unclear. "I was in the drawingroom at work, and I heard a crash,
then a sound like the rushing of
waters, and then a shower of
falling timber and bricks," Washington Jones, an engineer, testified
at the coroner's inquest. "I looked
into the yard, and saw that it was
full of steam. I hurried out and
aided the workmen, who had gathered in the search for the body of
the engineer."' (Figure 3)
The explosion instantly killed
Patrick O'Neil, the forty-eight year
old chief engineer and decade-long
employee of the ironworks. Several

of O'Neil's assistants, scalded "in a
dreadful mannerInzwere not
expected to live. Local newspaper
accounts reported that thirty-two
year old laborer Thomas Hibbert
died the night after the explosion.
Both men left behind grieving
families.
At the coroner's inquest, Jones,
the engineer, speculated that the
explosion resulted from cold water
sprayed on the furnace, an act that
"is contrary to orders." One newspaper reported that the chief engineer had even been "cautioned it

engineer." ~ i l l i a m * ~ c oat tfore,
man in the machine shop, however, testified that it was standard
practice to deaden the fire by
throwing water on the cinders.'
Whatever the cause, the boiler
exploded into two pieces. The larger piece flew about one hundred
feet tearing through the brick walls
of the brass foundry and a small
outbuilding. The smaller section
flew seventy feet in the opposite
direction, ripping out the end of
the boiler house and striking an
iron casting designed for a turbine

Fig. 4 Results of Boiler Explosion of October 7 9, 7 86 7 . Albumen stereograph by
Frederic Gruff, ]r., October 7 86 7. (Collection of the Library Company of Philadelphia.)
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wheel for Philadelphia's Fairmount
Waterworks. (Figure 4) Although
weighing twelve thousand pounds
and measuring two inches thick in
most parts, "the casting was broken in pieces, as though it had
been a piece of crockery ware."4
At the time of the explosion,
Fairmount Waterworks was undergoing a series of physical expansions and technological improvements designed to accommodate
the increased water needs of the
growing city of Philadelphia.
Retween 1859 and 1862 construction of a new mill house to provide space for the large turbines

Fig. 5. Philadelphia [Fairmount] Waterworks, Extension of Waterworks, South view of
flumes. New Mill house. Albumen stereograph by unidentified photographer, May 4,
1860. (Collection of The Library Compony of Philadelphia.)

..........................................................................................................................................................
cast by I.P. Morris & CO. proceeded
under the stewardship of the
Waterworks' chief engineer, Henry
P. M. Birkinbine. (Figure 5) "The
loss of the casting for the new
wheel house at Fairmount will
cause some delay in the completion of that work," declared
Philadelphia's Public Ledger, "as a
long time is required to prepare
the mould for so large a ca~ting."~
Although not in charge of the
construction of the new mill house

Fig. 6. New Mill House, Fairmount Waterworks, Philadelphia. Albumen stereograph
by unidentified photographer, ca. 1870. (Collection of the Library Company of Philadelphio.)
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and the related work carried out by
I.P. Morris & Co., Frederic Graff, Jr.
had a keen interest in the ongoing
activities of the Waterworks and
some familiarity with the ironworks. The Graff family, father and
son, were the men most closely
associated with the operations of
the Waterworks throughout its
early history. In 1812 construction
began on Frederick Graff, Sr.'s
design for the Waterworks along
the Schuykill River. By the 1830s
Fairmount Waterworks had developed into a prototype for an urban
water supply system and Graff

acted as a consultant for waterworks projects around the country.
Upon Graff's death in 1847, his
son Frederic took over as superintendent of Fairmount Waterworks,
a position he held periodically
until 1872. (Figure 6) Graff, Jr. also
had an ongoing working relationship with I.P. Morris and Co. In
the mid 1850s the ironworks had
constructed a Cornish Pumping
Engine for the Fairmount Waterworks based on Graff's drawings.
In addition to his work as superintendent of the Waterworks and
chief engineer of the city's Water
Department, Frederic Graff, Jr. also
directed his attention toward the
amateur photographic world. In
June 1862 he joined the Amateur
Photographic Exchange Club, a
group of approximately 30 men
living in the eastern United States
who traded stereographic prints
among themselves. Late in 1862
Graff and several other men
founded the Photographic Society
of Philadelphia, an organization
embracing both professional and
amateur photographers, and he
later served as that group's president. Graff's stature within the
photographic community is also
indicated by his service as chairman of the committee on photography at Philadelphia's Sanitary
Fair, an exhibition and sale
designed to raise money for northern troops during the Civil War.
Combining his professional interest in the Waterworks with his love
of photography, the boiler explosion at I.P. Morris & Co. presented
Frederic Graff, Jr. with a perfect, if
rather grim, photographic opportunity.

13th ISU World Congress:

Sydney, Australia
T

he 13th ISU World Congress of
Stereo Photography will be
held from September 19th to
24th, 2001.
Why not combine a down under
vacation with your attendance at
this international 3-D event?
While this is an International
Stereoscopic Union function, non
ISU members with an interest in
3-D are most welcome.
All previous ISU Congresses,
which are held every second year,
have been in Europe or North
America. Sydney has been chosen
due to its great location, facilities
and dedicated group of stereo
workers.
Activities include projection sessions by some of the top stereo
workers world wide, excursions to
some fabulous and picturesque

locations, a congress dinner by the
beautiful Sydney Harbor, and
opportunities to take some great
stereo photos including Koalas and
other Australian fauna in a controlled environment. Donated
lucky door prizes include the
chance to win Scenic Sydney
Harbor Helicopter flights.
For Registration Forms and
further information, please visit
our website at:

www.isu2001.conf.aulsydneyl

or contact us by email, facsimile
or by post as follows: e-mail:
isu@tpg.com.au Fax: +612 9874
5447 Post: Nancy Moxom, ISU
Congress Secretary, 46 Glenayr
Ave, West Ryde, NSW 21 14,
Australia. ma

Stereo by Allan Griffin.

Notes
Philadelphia Daily Evening Bulletin,
October 21, 1861, p. 5.
Philadelphia Slinday Dispatch, October
20, 1861, p. 3.
Philadelphia Daily Evening Bulletin,
October 21, 1861, p. 5; Philadelphia
Pliblic Led'yer, October 21, 1861, p. 1;
Philndelphio Daily Evening Bulletin,
October 21, 1861, p. 5.
Philadelphia Daily Evening Rrilletin,
October 21, 1861, p. 5.
' Philadelphia Plrblic Led'yer, October 21,
1861, p. 1.
(Sarnh I. Weathenvax is Curator of Prints
and Photographs a t The Librnry Company
of Pliilndelpliin.)
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Countdown t o
9
Mainstream 3-D.
by John Dennis

M
The Vivitar 321. While this close-up is slightly hyper, the mirror housing on the front of the
camera reallv is over 7.5 inches deep. Visible in the center is the aperture for 2-D photos.

Inside the 321, showing the lenses and septum in position for shooting stereo. The septum
is shown here with a 5mm cardboard extension attached, if not perfectly aligned. For 2 - 0
shooting, the left lens disappears below and the right lens moves to the center while the
septum slides to the left. (Watching all this work with the back open is almost as much fun
as shooting the 32 1.)

..................................................................................................................................................................

ajor new concepts in the
consumer level 3-D photography market just don't
come along very often, but the
Vivitar 321 certainly qualifies as
just that. Known variously as the
Loreo 321, the Vivitar 321, or the
Vivitar 3D/35mm camera, it's the
latest in a succession of designs by
Anthony Lo of Nimslo and Loreo
fame. (see SW. Vol. 9 No. 3, page
27 & Vol. 17 No. 4, page 28.)
With each new camera from Mr.
Lo, the concept of point-and-shoot
stereography has come a bit closer
to something that could be
embraced by the amateur marketplace if given the name, sales connections and promotional support
of a major camera company. When
Loreo distribution was taken up by
Argus in 1997, there were hopes
that the "mainstream" photographic market would again be
rntioduced to 3-D, but both that
and later sales of the camera
through Discovery Stores amounted to little more than a brief novelty ripple.

..........................................

I
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Removed from the
body here, the rigid
32 7 mirror box holds
the front-surface glass
mirrors in precise alignment. The three shutters behind the mirrors
all function as variable
apertures (f/5.6 or
f / l I ) for lenses using
the outer two or the
center one.

Adding a 5mm extension to the 32 1 septum
reduces the width of
the center overlap to
about 7/8 inch. Here,
the images have been
cut and transposed for
normal mounting.
Shooting directly into a
bright overcast again
reveals the 321 resistance to Loreo style
light flare.

With the mirror housing and shutter
assembly removed, the movable lens
panel (here in stereo position) and
the complex interior mechanism of
the camera can be seen.

..................................................................
Flicking the lever on the back of the
camera moves the right lens into the
center position for 2-0 photography,
opens the viewfinder to full frame
horizontal, and moves the septum
out of the way.

Vivitar is a far bigger name and
company in photographic equipment from cameras to lenses and
flash units worldwide, and the 321
is a completely new design incorporating features consumers have
come to expect-like "drop-in"
loading and power advance &
rewind. In addition, it's the first
camera since the early 20th century which can be switched from 3-D
to 2-D at the whim of the photographer. (Vivitar isn't entirely new
to 3-D. In 1991, the company
manufactured and test marketed
David Burder's Q-DOS lens, which
created anaglyphic depth separations based on different planes of
focus in an SLR lens. See SW Vol.
18 No. 1, page 30.)

The Difference
Aside from being motorized, the
big difference between the 321 and
the Loreo is that the image paths
don't cross inside the 321. The
mirrors simply add separation
(about 55mm) to two lenses which
are parallel to the flat film plane at
about 18mm separation, sharing a
standard 35mm frame with the
help of a septum. Like the Loreo,
this makes image pairs automatic
when the color negative film is
taken to any lab for 4x6 inch
prints, since the frame lines are no
different from any standard 35mm
camera.

A 12X enlargement from the center

of the right image reveals reasonable
sharpness, but this doesn't hold true
over every area of every print.

The resulting images are of
course untransposed, which is
where the 321 viewer (included
with the camera) comes in. On the
eye side, the folding viewer has
two normally spaced but narrow
vertical openings holding low
power magnifying lenses. On the
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A 327 print shot using
an unaltered septum
shows the wide overlap
area in the center.
Lacking are any of the
light flares that would
be likely in a bock-lit
shot like this token
with a Loreo.

print side, there is just one opening that reveals the mirrors transposing the images right-to-left and
left-to-right. (Loreo owners innoThe 32 1 folding, transposing viewer.

cent of freeviewing skills who also
buy the 321 will need to keep
prints from the two cameras separate or be in for a surprise.)

'l'lie first prints from Stereo World
tests of the camera made it instantly clear that the 321 had corrected
the most frustrating aspect of the
Loreo. The strongest back or side
lighting produced none of the flare
or spurious reflections seen in
Loreo outdoor images-sometimes
even with the center lens shade in
place. The 321 mirrors are well
inside a housing with a matte
black interior and are precision
mounted, front-surface glass exactly the improvements so often
spoken of by wistful Loreo fans.

In Use
The overall image sharpness of
the 321 compares'well with the
Loreo and is considerably better
that that of one Discovery Loreo

..........................................
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With the print side
cover and its single
window removed, the
transposing fmntsurface alass mirrors of
the 32 ?folding viewer
can be seen.

sampled. Going over a print, however, you will find some areas less
sharp than others. This may be the
fault of the 3-element, 35mm f15.6
plastic lenses, which move on their
common mount to allow 2-D photography through an opening
between the mirrors. Switching to
2-D also moves the septum to one
side of the frame. Despite the fact
that 2-D shots don't involve the
mirrors, they are no sharper than
3-D shots-a good sign that the
problem is lens related.
As with the Loreo, the relatively
weak flash built into the 321
requires the use of 400 speed film
for anything but shots within the
six foot range. Using 800 speed
film or pushing 400 a bit will help
with flash shots from 12 to 15 feet.
Beyond that, forget it. The flash is
turned on by (very carefully) pushing down part way on the shutter
release. A red LED in the viewfinder
indicates the need for flash and a
green one indicates the flash is
charged. After 30 seconds of inactivity, the flash shuts down.
In daylight, when the DX coded
meter shuts off the flash, the specs
say the shutterlaperture opens to
flll while flash shots open to the
full f15.6. Holding a finger (or
using a spot of black tape) over the
meter opening next to the flash
will insure that the flash fires and
that the aperture is wide open in
shady shots or when a fill flash
effect is needed.
The first thing you'll notice
about 3-D prints from the 321 is
the wide overlap line (nearly Y2
inch) down the center. The camera's septum ends several millimeters from the film plane, allowing
this overlap of images from the
two lenses. The effect is not a
problem in the 321 viewer thanks
to the very narrow view provided
by the vertical lenses and the
transposing mirrors. But if your
interest is in trimming and mounting the images for a standard print
stereoscope, this wasted area will
be frustrating. As is, the images
will just fit the windows of a Q-VU
X folding mount with little image
area left for stereo window adjustments.
A relatively simple solution to
the above problem is to glue or
tape a 5mm plastic or cardboard
extension to the septum, reducing

1

Guardian at the entrance to the new Chinese Garden in Portland, OR as captured from
precisely the same position by a Vivitar 32 7 with a septum extension (top) and an
Argus/Loreo (bottom). Other than the obviously shorter focal length of the Loreo lenses,
prints from the 327 reveal little of the difference that front-surface glass mirrors ought to
make.

the overlap to about 118 inch. Care
must be taken to attach the extension squarely, but if you never
intend to switch to the 2-D mode,
it can be supported by the top and
bottom of the frame as well as the
edge of the septum. A 5mm extension easilv clears the film surface
and leavis some image overlap to
avoid creating an extra "frame
line" that could confuse automatic
printing machines.

The Viewer
Those who have been critical of
the oversize lenses of the Loreo

viewer will find exactly the opposite situation in the 321 viewer.
Especially for anyone wearing
glasses, there's a real keyhole effect
looking through the 112 inch wide
by 518 inch high lenses and the
vertical transposing mirrors. The
viewer c r o ~ as little off the outer
edges and i h e entire wide overlap
in the center, but provides instantly fused, sharp images for even
e camera,
first-time users. ~ i k the
the viewer employs precision
mounted, front-surface glass mirrors and plastic lenses.
(Continued on page 32)
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Information
on the Reel World
Wolfgang & Mary Ann Sell

Presidential Gift Set
ne of the most unusual ViewMaser items we have ever
come across is the Presidential
Gift Set produced by GAF in 1971.
Richard Nixon was associated with
View-Master in 1953 when he was
pictured on reel 222-during his
tenure as Vice-President and serving as Grand Marshal of the Tournament of Roses Parade in Pasadena, California. This association
grew even closer when he later
became the only U.S. President to
use 3-D images of the United
States as a gift to foreign dignitaries.
Created by GAF for special use by
the Nixon White House, the Presidential Set was destined to become
a unique stereo item. We have not
been
find any
about the quantities produced, but
we feel that the production was
limited. Since most of them left
the United States to grace the presidential palaces of the world, it has
to be one of the rarest gift sets ever
made by View-Master.
This beautifully designed and
stunningly
set is made up
of 60 different reels1 designated PG
(Presidential Gift) and printed in
green ink. They are individually
numbered 1-60. Each section of

ove in White House Library are (left to
Photo general manager, Mrs. lesse Werner, Mrs. Nixon, Dr. Werner, and Miss luliette
M. Moran, GAF vice president. Mrs. Nixon accepted the chest on behalf of the
President. GAF News Vol. 6, No. 7, March 1 977.

..........................................................................................................................................................
the country is grouped into a series
reels with each of the six
of
groupings contained in a small
plastic canister similar to those
used in traditional gift sets. ~h~
containers themselves are not the
lltrue
that was the usual
production color but are a brownish gray in color. Each canister has
a label identifying the region and
contents inside as well as the Presidential Seal.
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The View-Master chest with its gold
presidential seal and brass fittings.

..................................................................

..........................................
Presidential ViewMaster Chest open,
revealing the map in
the lid, the model D
viewer and the six
canisters of reels.

..........................................
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Stereo 'Tour' of U- s
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Connecticut.
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Louisiana, Alabama,
Mississippi, Tennessee, Georgia and
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by Ray Zone

w

hen motion pictures were
invented in the late 19th
century, the stereographic
image was at its height in the form
of the vast international market for
stereoview cards. It is not surprising, then, that the inventor's
dream of capturing life at the very
dawn of the new medium of "living pictures" should include not
just motion, but sound, color and
three-dimensions.
William Kennedy Lauren Dickson, as one of Thomas Edison's
assistants at the West Orange, New
Jersey laboratories, was assigned by
Edison to concentrate on developing a "kinetograph" to photograph
motion in 1889. Dickson had oriainally come from England in 1881
to work with Edison and he and
the "Boss" were the only two people with access to "Room Five"
where the kinetograph development took place. In a book on the
life of Edison, penned by Dickson
William Kennedy Lauren Dickson.

@
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and his sister Antonia in 1895, is
written: "The crowning point of
realism was attained on the occasion of Mr. Edison's return from
the Paris Exposition of 1889, when
Mr. Dickson himself stepped out
on the screen, raised his hat and
smiled, while uttering the words of
greeting, 'Good morning, Mr. Edison, glad to see you back. I hope
you are satisfied with the kinetophonograph."'
Dickson is explicit in describing
a projected motion picture on the
screen synchronized with sound
from a phonograph record. In
1896, Dickson discussed further
the new miracle of motion pictures
on the screen; "Projected stereoscopically the results are even
more realistic, as those acquainted
with that class of phenomena may
imagine, and a pleasing rotundity
is apparent which in ordinary
photographic displays is conspicuous by its absence."
In reality, Dickson and Edison
had yet to achieve viable screen
projection of motion pictures. Edison himself did not for years afterward believe that motion pictures
should be projected on the screen.
It was Dickson who, while Edison
was in Europe, had built the "Black
Maria," the world's first motion
picture studio at Edison's laboratory. Edison instructed Dickson to
concentrate on a "peep show"
machine which eventually became
the kinetoscope.
A letter of reply written June 16,
1891 to a New Jersey man from
Edison labs attested: "It is Mr. Edison's intention to give a stereoscopic effect to the pictures taken

William Dickson (left) with George
Eastman. Dickson's 7 89 7 order of
35mm wide strips of cellulose nitrate
from Eastman established the film
standard that remains dominant
7 7 0 years later.

in connection with the Kinetograph, and a long extensive series
of experiments have been conducted at the Laboratory, very good
results being obtained. This has all
been incorporated in the patent ..."
The kinetoscope patent, application #403,536, had several stereo
claims (9-12). Claim number ten
described "The combination of a
film or surface having on it pictures of a moving object taken
stereoscopically side by side,
means for moving said film or surface forward at a regulated speed,
means for superposing said pictures, and a screen colored to correspond with the subject of the
photograph onto which the super-

1
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I
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posed pictures are thrown ..." The
kinetoscope patent, as finally
issued, concluded: "The reproduction of stereoscopic photographs
of moving objects gives a very
vivid impression of movement,
and the coloring just described
adds to the realistic effect."
It was also Dickson who negotiated on behalf of Edison for cellulose nitrate film to be purchased
from George Eastman and, with an
order placed in 1891, determined
the 35mm format with vertical
sprocket holes, which has
..................................................................
Edison's first Kinetoscope, the "peephole", completed about 1890.

remained the standard ever since.
Frustrated bv Edison's refusal to
develop motion picture projection
for the screen, Dickson left Edison's employ in April, 1895 and
went into partnership with Harry
Marvin, Elias Koopman and Herman Casler to form the American
Mutoscope Company.
Dickson and his new partners
developed the Biograph motion
picture camera and projector and
the Mutoscope peep box. Dickson
took the Biograph camera to
Europe in 1897 and filmed subjects
such as Pope Leo XI11 and the Boer
War in South Africa. In Great
Britain on March 29, 1899, Dickson filed Patent number 6794, a
Stereo Optical System that was
applicable to both still and motion
pictures. Dickson's system used
two prisms which reflected the
images at right angles onto the
negative. One of the prisms was
mounted on a movable rod, which
allowed for a variable interocular
distance.

William K.L. Dickson has been
called "America's first cinematographer." By an odd form of historical
irony, movies were in great part
responsible for the demise in popularity of the stereoview card in
the early 20th century. Rut the
dream of early filmmakers of capturing reality in three dimensions
is evident with the work of
William Kennedy Lauren Dickson
who labored in the very cradle of
the motion picture's infancy.

References:
Gosser, Mark H., Selected
Attempts A t Stereoscopic Moving
Pictures and Their Relationship to the
Development of Motion Pictzrre
Technolo~y,Arno Press: 1977.
Ramsaye, Terry, A Million and
One Nights, A History of the Motion
Pictzrre Through 1925, Simon &
Schuster: 1926
Talbot, Frederick A., Moving
Pictures, How They Are Made and
Worked, J.B. Lippincott: 1912 r'rrr

Drawings from Dickson's British patent 4'6794 of 1899, showinq his stereo optical
system.-~e~aration
of the lenses (y) can be varied by moving the prism (5) oh the
shaft (6).

..................................................................
Patent drawing for Edison's
kinetoscope.
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The yellow, gold, purple and green Harry Potter 3 0 Viewer is 4 Vi" wide, 3%" long and
1 Vi" thick.
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product review by John Dennis
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The spring-loaded diffuser holds the viewer open. Closing the viewer requires pushing the
diffuser back and snapping the front shut.

....................................
........... ..................................................................................................................
.
The sample Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone stereo included with the viewer. "3D
Windows" images are the same 7 7mm wide as View-master reel images, but only 8mm
high. All appear to be computer conversions of flat art, done with reasonable attention to
detail in the characters but less in backgrounds. 02001 Warner Bros./Mattel inc.
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hether intentionally or not,
View-Master has resurrected
a long gone stereo format
with the new Harry Potter 3D
Viewer, available at Target stores
around the country. The folding
viewer, designed to resemble a
magic treasure chest, accepts small
cards (called "3D Windows"), each
of which contain a single stereo
transparency pair. The concept is
nearly identical to that of the
Stori-View format, which ViewMaster manufactured for ChurchCraft Pictures of Saint Louis in the
1950s.
The important differences
between the two reflect current
merchandising strategies more
than any basic difference in stereo
imaging technique. While StoriView cards contained a paragraph
of black & white text covering the
story or scenic view in the transparency, the taller Harry Potter
cards are intended to be collectible
objects on their own with the
stereographs mounted in them
only one of their Harry Potter
related features. Each card shows a
flat reproduction of its stereo
image on the front, with a Harry
Potter trivia question printed on
the left and the answer on the
right-hidden in a pattern of lines
to be decoded using an included
lenticular screen.
The backs of the cards feature
puzzle sections of an interlocking
mural that requires the purchase of
all 60 "3D Windows" from the
Hany Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone
set, which come five per package
plus decoder card. Some of the
card backs include more hidden

Potter
line images for the lenticular
decoder to reveal.
The ornate, four-color Harry Potter viewer doesn't so much unfold
as pop open when the big jewel on
top is pressed, allowing the diffuser
to snap into place and the cards to
be inserted. Unlike View-Master's
other recent non-reel viewers (the
film loop talking viewer and similar pocket viewer), this one is
ruggedly designed with fairly good
16.5mm diameter lenses of about
40mm focal length. A slot on the
bottom provides storage space for
one five card set. The viewer's one
weak link is the diffuser. Its coarse
texture is visible through the
lighter sections of images when
the viewer is pointed a a bright
light source. The trade-off here is
that the diffuser does let a lot of
light through-a plus for the many
dark images in the Sorcerer's Stone
story. In contrast, the viewer for
Stori-Views is a simple, streamlined
black plastic device with no moving parts.
This may be the only View-Master stereo format to be dedicated to
a single subject, and just how long
or for how many Harry Potter stories it will be available is open to
speculation. But considering that
the target audience consists of a
good percentage of the grade
school children on the planet, and
that a lot of them will want the
whole set of 60 "3D Windows",
this could end up as one of the
more successful View-Master products even if no additional images
are ever produced for this very
special viewer. m e

A Harry Potter "30
Window" shown
actual size. The
answer to the
question on the left
appears in the bar
on the right when
viewed through a
lenticular screen.
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Niagara Falls assumes a new bcautv'whcn rvintrr con
with its veil of ice and snow to thrill Its 171;tny visit(,
, . .
Thls wintry scene shows Prospect Point, tile ,Mrrlr ..
Falls, Goat -Island ar~d througl
the mists, I3orseshoe (>rthr Cnn
adian Falls
Q CIiurch-Cmf!
PI ctures, Inc.

mf
!

Soint Louis, Mo.
Mode in U.!:.A.

A CIIURCE-CRAFT

-

A 1 950s Church-Craft Inc.
Stori-View card shown actual
size. While the Potter cards
will work in a Stori-Viewer,
Stori-View cards are a little
too wide to fit the new viewer.
Made at the View-Master
plant using the same film and
cardboard stock as V-M reels,
Stori-View images share the
same dimensions as those
on reels.

.......................................................
Boxes of six StoriViews sold for 50c
and advertised on
the back, "ANIMALS,

I

W

I

use with th

TRAVEL, NATURE,
BIBLE STORIES and
FAIRY TALES. " Cards

of five Harry Potter
views in molded
plastic blister packs
are $6.99.
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THE SOCIETY

News from the
Stereoscopic Society of America

Norman 6. Patterson

Belated Awards

w

e have all read stories in the
news media about long
neglected former servicemen whose skills and valor were
overlooked at the time they were
more than doing their duty and
who were belatedly (likely, many
years later) awarded decorations.
Well, this time it has struck close
to home in the person of our own
Bill C. Walton, NSA Board Chairman and one of our most senior
Society members.
Back in 1967-68, Bill Walton put
in his second tour of duty in Vietnam. He explains, "The Operations
Officer and I did not see eye to eye
on most subjects and he never
took the trouble to put me in for
the Air Medals that I deserved. No
big deal but it is nice to be recognized." Last September, at a Cavalry Unit Reunion, Bill met a former
Commander who asked what
awards he had received for that
tour of duty. "I told him that a
couple of unit pilots had told me
thanks for a job well done and
that was it", Bill reported.
Deciding to look into it, the
Commander started the ball
rolling. The records were reviewed
and the necessary actions were
taken to correct the oversight,
however belated. With Krys Walton at his side, in mid January of
2001, Bill C. Walton met with

r

e Stereoscopic Society of America is a
group of currently active stereo photographers who circulate their work by means of
postal folios. Both print and transparency formats are used, and several groups are operating folio circuits to met the needs in each
format. When a folio arrives, a member views
and makes comments on each of the entries
of the other porticiponts. His or her own
view, which has traveled the circuit and has
been examined and commented upon by the
other members, is removed and replaced with
a new entry. The folio then continues its endless travels oround the circuit. Many long distance friendships have formed among the
porticiponts in this manner over the years.
Stereo photographers who may be interested in Society membership should write to the
Membership Secretary, Shab Levy, 6320 SW
34th Ave., Portland, OR 9720 1.

@
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A Belated presentation. With Krys
Walton looking on, Bill C. Walton
receives the Bronze Star for Meritorious Service and 8th through 7 9th
Awards of the Air Medal earned during his 7 967-68 second tour of duty
in Vietnam. Presentation was carried
out by Congressman Mac Collins,
right.

Congressman Mac Collins who
presented him with the Bronze
Star for meritorious service and 8th
through 19 Awards of the Air
medal for the 1967-68 tour of service.
The long overdue presentation
was "a very nice experience" Bill
reports. "My Maintenance Sergeant
and Tech inspector put in as many
long hours as I did", Bill adds,
"and deserve to be recognized. I
am getting together the information that is needed to see if some
appropriate awards for them might
be forthcoming. They kept the
helicopters flying under often trying conditions."
Add my congratulations, admiration, and thanks to the list of
kudos.

SSA-Online
Membership Secretary Shab Levy
has announced the formation of a
new electronic circuit that will
operate entirely online, thereby
bypassing postal involvement for
the first time in our history as the
Twenty-First Century begins to
make itself heard in the Stereoscopic Society. Using an initial
corps of digital veterans from the
Cyber Circuit to work out the

setup details and uncover any bugs
in the process, Shab Levy has now
opened participation to any SSA
member. Submission of pictures, as
well as all discussion about the
entries (or other circuit matters),
will be carried out by computer.
Some of the operating rules are
still under study and will be
worked out as we go along. One
must be an SSA member to take
part (interested non-members
should contact Shab Levy-see
box) and presumably discussions
in the circuit will be carried out in
English, although members may
be virtually anywhere in the world
while taking part. This is new (and
exciting, I believe) and we will
have to revise our way around any
snags as we go along. Although
geographic limitations apply to
membership in most of our postal
circuits, no such limitations seem
to be necessary in this case. SSA
membership is already open to
those outside of North America
whenever reasonable participation
in the folio activities is feasible.

How SSA-Online operates
Shab Levy states:
The traditional part of this folio is that
you still have to be a member of SSA to
participate and you are still encouraged
to make constructive comments on the
imagery of others. Also, as in traditional
folios, you enter a new image periodically and remove your old image from your
folder. This, however, is where the similarity ends. The "rules" are very simple:
1. You have to be a SSA member.
2. You have to be registered with Yahoo
groups or willing to go through
registration as you join the group.
3. You have some means of converting
conventional images to electronic files
or you know how to create digital
stereo images.
4. You can follow simple instructions on
how to upload such files onto the
website.
The new forum and associated website
does not appear on the Yahoo groups
directory and joining cannot be done
directly by the individual. If you are interested in joining, you have to let me
know, and 1 will subscribe you directly to
the folio.

View-Master Folio Progress

Who's Who in Stereo Cards.

Stereo Electronic Files

Secretary Mitch Walker reports
he is happy with the success so far
of the new View-Master folio
which circulates reels in the
famous seven-view reel format.
The first voting report places:

The PSA short list for stereo card
exhibitors included twelve viewcard-makers, six of whom are SSA
members. Leading the list is Klaus
Kemper of Nideggin, Germany,
with 36 acceptances. Other SSA
members honored are: Carole
Honigsfeld of Oxnard, CA with 32
acceptances; David Saxon of Sherman Oaks, CA with 32 acceptances; Bill C. Walton of Columbus, GA also with 32 acceptances;
Norman Patterson of Wesleyville,
PA with 25 acceptances; and, Norm
Henkels of San Diego, CA with 24
acceptances.

This newly endorsed category of
competition involves photographic
exhibitions conducted entirely
online. Submission of the images
and the judging of same is carried
out on the internet. So far, only
the pioneering Cascade Stereoscopic Club has actually conducted
such an exhibition. Each entrant
could submit up to four images.
The PSA list contains the two
exhibitors that received all four
image acceptances. They were SSA
member Norman Patterson of Wesleyville, PA and Peter Schnehagen
of Hamburg, Germany. ram

1 "Odds and Ends"
by Joe Holman
2 "Hot Rod Show"
by Mitchell Walker
3 "Disney Paris"
by Eddie Bowers
4 (tie) "Stan H. Gardens"
by Roger L. Weis
"Experiments"
by Vince Horn.

Who's Who
The Photographic Society of
America in its PSA Journal-May
2001 has reported on "Who's Who
2000 in Photography" (at least
from the vantage point of that
Society). Since the PSA is pretty
much the recognized standard-setter for photography competitions
this is no small matter for the people who enter such competitions.
Acceptances in PSA approved exhibitions count toward the coveted
star-status levels of accomplishment by which PSA recognizes its
members for superior work in photography.
For stereo views, recognition was
awarded in three categories: Stereo
Slides, Stereo Cards, and the new
Stereo Electronic Files category.
Stereoscopic Society of America
members were well represented in
all three areas among the listed
"Top Worldwide Stereo Exhibiters"

Who's Who in
Stereo Transparencies
The top sixteen worldwide stereo
slide exhibitors were included on
the PSA short list. Five of those
were SSA members: David Kesner
of Boise, ID with 43 acceptances:
Neil Steller of Tigard, OR with 38
acceptances; Klaus Kemper of
Nideggen, Germany, with 37
acceptances; and George Themelis
of Brecksville, O H with 36 acceptances. Tied for the overall lead on
the list with 56 acceptances each
were two very distinguished stereographers: Allan Griffin of NSW,
Australia (a long time member of
the Stereoscopic Society Australian
Branch) and Albert Sieg of
Rochester, NY.

Editor's View
weeks ahead of publication. It covers a unique piece of stereo history
with scholarly research and, by
luck, happened to fit perfectly the
available space!

Adventures in Printing
Being informed that your printer
is leaving town just two hours
before you are about to ship material off to them would be an
unnerving experience for any magazine staff. But for nonprofit, volunteer oriented Stereo World it at
first sounded like a serious blow to
efforts at catching up our long suffering publication schedule while
maintaining a high level of appearance and content.
For over 20 years, Byrum Lithographic of Columbus, Ohio, had
printed Stereo World with an
impressive consistency of qualitycorrecting any problems (ours or
theirs) after the first proof was
mailed back and accepting without
complaint our often erratic schedule. Little changed when a large
conglomerate recently purchased
Byrum. But the new owner's decision to move the entire operation
to Cleveland and the closure of the
Columbus printing plant in May
came as a complete surprise.
They would, of course, have
been happy to keep us as a client,
serving us through a sales office
left in Columbus during the transition. That would have required,
however, setting up the rather
complex NSA membership list with

1
a new mailing service in Cleveland
as well as moving the Stereo World
bulk rate mailing permit to a Post
Office there. That would have left
the original NSA PO Box in Columbus something of an orphan--one
that cannot be abandoned since it
continues to bring in correspondence and new members thanks to
its presence in so many existing
books, periodicals, brochures and
web sites.
Worse yet might have been the
process of acclimatizing a different
printing crew to the nature and
requirements of the magazine. Fortunately, our primary contact at
Byrum stayed in Columbus, moving to another well established
printing printing firm there. Also
at Hopkins Printing, we learned, is
another former key Byrum
employee of similar experience
dealing with Stereo World.
All of the above factors made
the decision to divert the previous
issue to Hopkins relatively quick
and easy, resulting in less publication delay than we had feared. The
quality of the results, thanks both
to their crew and state-of-the-art
equipment, should make it possible to maintain the appearance of
the magazine without added effort
or expense. That will leave us free
to concentrate on doing justice to
the amazing variety of impressive
material members continue to contribute-the real challenge and the
real joy of this job. ram
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I The 321: Countdown to Mainstream 3-D? 1
- --(Continrted on page 23)

- - -

A few transposing viewers have
been produced since the 19th century, employing either prisms or
mirrors, and some adjustable mirror viewers can be set to transpose
images, but the 321 viewer will
represent the largest production of
transposing print viewers ever. As
the only way for the average consumer to view images from the
321, their acceptance of the viewer
will to a large extent determine the
success or failure of the camera.
The 321 camera is a marvel of
ingenious mechanical and electrical complexity that makes both
the Nimslo and the Loreo look like
box cameras by comparison. Linkages, levers, gears and cams rotate
the lenses down to place one in
position for 2-D photos. The same
movement of the "mono - 3D"
lever on the back of the camera
moves the septum to one side of
the frame and moves the mask in
the viewfinder from the vertical
3-D position to full frame 35mm
format. Like most current point
and shoot cameras, it includes a
window to identify the type of
film loaded and a motion indicator
to make sure the film is advancing.

Explore the World
of 3-L) Imaging, Past & Present, in

STEBEO'5,
&#

@
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NATIONAL
STEREOSCOPIC
ASSOCIATION, INC.

a year from:

Another Step Toward
an Ideal
Stereo enthusiasts in search of
the "ideal" point and shoot 3-D
camera will find in the 321 more
of the elements needed for that
dream. It would combine, at least
in part, the transposing image path
of the Loreo, the metered automatic exposure system and lens qualitv of the Nimslo, and the black
kounted front-sbrface glass mirrors of the 321. (The motor drive
could be omitted to help pay for
the other improvements, but the
film ID window could be kept.) By
the time financing and production
arrangements for such a project
could (if ever) be found, the
advent of an affordable digital 3-D
camera of acceptable resolution
could be upon us. Unfortunately,
the 321 countdown might well
represent the last mass produced
3-D film camera.
Despite its limitations, the 321
and its viewer will produce very

321 and viewer to retail for under
$80.00 and to be introduced in
mid 2001, although the first marketing campaign may be in England. For information on availability, contact Vivitar Corporation, PO
Box 2559, Newbury Park, CA
91319, (805) 498-5086. eft

real and accessible 3-D images on a
truly point and shoot basis not
only for first-time stereo photographers, but for people inexperienced with nearly any sort of camera. With the right promotion, it
could nudge stereography back
toward the mainstream of amateur
photography. Vivitar expects the

P.0. BOX 14801
Columbus
OH 43214

THE TAYLOR-MERCHANT #707 STEREOPTICON VIEWER
$2.95 ea. - less in quant~ty.
BRINGS YOUR
Add $2.00 shtpp~ng.
IMAGE TO LIFE! I
NY s residents please add tax.

Quality lenses.

Exceptional durability.
Weighs 112 oz.
Simple, easy
operation.
Folds
flat.

F R E E
CATALOG
AVAILABLE
C A L L
TOLL FREE:

4

800-223-6694
CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED

TAYLORMERCHANT CORP.
21 2 West 35th St.
New York, NY 10001

join the

You are invi

STEREO
CLUB OF
- -

1

Informative and er

ling

lonthly meetings

... I - - -

monthly newsreme

3-D Slide exhibitia
Contact David W. Kuntz, Treasurer, LU4UY l!Uallhlll vr., Kancho ralos verdes, (A, 90275,USA,
310-377-5393,Fax 310-377-4362,davidkuntz@home.com, http://home.earthlinknet/-campfire

I

I

PRECISION FOLDING STEREO VIEWER
For all standard
Reallst 3D stereo slldes.
Glass or cardboard
mounted. Folds flat,
we~ghsonly 1 oz.
Prepa~dmlnimum order
$10 0O.Add $2.00 for
shlpplng and handllng
FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE

D.C. Antique
Photo Show

NEW
LARGE
LENS

7 October, 2001
90 tables of Dags, stereos. etc.
Spring Show 17 March, 2002
Holiday Inn Rosslyn Westpark
1900 N. Ft. Myer Dr.
Arlington, VA 22209

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

800-223-6694

MAJOR C R I Dl1 LARDS ACLEPTED

TAYLOR MERCHANT CORP. 212 West 35th Street

New York, NY 10001

Boston Antique
Photo Show

STEREO PHOTO TOOLS
SLIDE BARS for

24 March, 2002

50 tables of Dags, stereos. etc.

SLW-Mac-Medium
FormaG--Lenticular
Heavy Duty up to 3 8 " Long

TWIN CAMERA MOUNTS

I

Horizontal-Vertical-Toe-In
PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY
PANO-HEAD II

Westford Regency Hotel Ballroom
1-495exit 32 to Route 110 W.
Westford, MA 01886

I

JASPER ENGINEERING

Public Admission 1OAM $5
Preview Admission 8:30AM $25
Managed by Russell Norton
PO Box 1070,
New Haven, CT 06504

12 4 0 A Pear Ave. Mtn. View CA 94043
WWW.STEREOSCOPY.COM/JASPER
Email Jasper31 @aol.com-Phone
650-967-1 5 7 8

-

-

-

-

-
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I
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(Continued from page 15)
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Catalog

0 Supplies for Stereographt
0 3-D slide viewers
0 Print stereoscopes
Q 3-D slide mounts

O

3-D slide mounting supplies
0 Books about 3-D & in 3-D
V i s i t our World Wide Web Catalog at
www.stereoscopy.com/reel3d

Reel 3-D Enterprises, Inc.
P.O. Box 2368
Culver City, C A 9023 1 U S A

Telephone: + l (3 10) 837-2368

All will have 3-D and 2-D versions
on the same disk.
Slingshot is partnering with 1-0
Display Systems LLC, putting an
insert in every DVD explaining the
3-D process and giving consumers
the opportunity to purchase a 3-D
Home Theater Viewing System at
50% off the regular price. The system includes two pairs of wireless
glasses, a video synchronization
box, RCA video extension power
supply, instruction manual and a
PC Gaming and Internet System.
All three nWave titles should be
released in fourth quarter 2001
with a suggested list price of
$19.99 each. For updates, visit
www.slingshotent.com . With any
luck, this release will inspire other
producers of Large Format 3-D
films to release titles long gone
from LF screens in DVD format. 99

Fax: + I (310) 558-1653
e-mail: reel3d@aol.com
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3-0 BOOKS. VIEWERS, and paraphernal~ato suit
every stereoscopic whim and fancy, all at terrific
prices! For a free list, write, call or fax Cygnus
Graphic, PO Box 32461, Phoenix, AZ 850642461, tellfax (602) 279-7658.
ARCHITECTURAL CLASSICS in 3D from
View'Productions. Works by Frank Lloyd
Wright, Bruce Goff and Frank Gehry on ViewMaster@ reels. Call (888) 782-8782 for details
or visit www.view~roductions.com.
--

TOSHIBA 30 Camcorder SK-3D7. Excellent condltion. All accessories. $1500 plus shipping. Mark
Guempel (908) 964-8864 or mark1959NJ
Qhome.com.
STEREO VIEWER LENSES. - two wedge-shaped
lenses, each molded and embodied in 1.5"
square frame. Precision optical quality: build,
experiment. $7.95 postpaid (USA). Taylor-Merchantcorp. 212 W. 35th St., New York, NY
10001, (800) 223-6694.

~-

BOOK, The Siege at Port Arthul; hardback with
3-D viewer. $15 Econ Air. (Cash preferred). Ron
Blum, 2 Hussey Ave., Oaklands Park SA 5046,
Australia.

STEREO VIEWS for sale on our website at:
www.daves-stereos.com e-mail: wood@~ike
online.net or contact us by writing to Dave or
Cyndi Wood, PO Box 838, Milford PA 18337
phone (570) 296-6176. Also wanted, views by
L. Hensel of NY and PA.

BRACKET 4 Lensed Dissolve Stereo Projector in
good condition, with everything you need to put
on a stereo program: Leatherette covered carrying case. 4 matched f2.8, 124 mm. Ektographic
projection lenses. Adjustable height projection
table with removable legs. DA-LITE screen,
model L, 5 ft. square, with stand. Three new projection bulbs in addition to the four in the projector. 50 ft. heavy-duty 3-wire electric extension
cord. 100 pairs of plastic framed Polaroid glasses. 37 pairs of cardboard framed Polaroid glasses, with malleable wire adjustable ear pieces, for
children. Sell as unit. $2000.00. 1 will pay for
professional packing. You pay for shipping. Paul
Milligan, FPSA. 508 LaCima Circle. Gallup, NM
87301. (505) 722-5831. gaulmillQcia-axom.

STEREOVIEWS, CDVs, CABINETS, etc. Direct
sale: send me your wants. Tim Mclntyre, 137
Nile, Stratford Ontario, N5A 4E1, Canada. Tel:
519-273-5360, Fax: 519-273-731 0, email:
timoni@orc.ca, web page: htt~:llwww.orc.cal
=&mi.I collect: Canada and Europe views - let
me know what vou have.

BRANSON, MISSOURI VIEW-MASTER custom
produced 3-reel cards. On-site views of caves,
famous entertainers, theme parks, etc. Only
2,500 produced. $10, plus $3.55 for Priority
shipping. Van Beydler, Box 827, St. Robert, MO
65584-0827, www.rollanet.ora1-vbevdler/vanL

VIEW-MASTER COLLECTION, 2000 plus reels,
viewers, Chinese Art, Mushroom reels (-1)
Handlettered, single and three reel, and Foreign.
$4,000 for all. Jack Scannell, RR1, Box 232,
Haskell, OK 74436, (918) 482-2384 or (918)
494-6298.

-

-

STEREOVIEW PRICE GUIDE. Only $7.00!! Great
for people buying from auctions and for collectors who want to know the latest realized auction
values. Only numbered views over $50 are listed. Doc Boehme, 1236 Oakcrest Ave. W,
Roseville, MN 551 13 www.iamdoc.com.

-

- -

-

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD Photographic History Museum. Stereographs of the first
transcontinental railroad are now on display at:
htt~:/lCPRR.or~.
-

JOHN WALDSMITH'S "Stereo Views, An Illustrated History and Price Guide" available signed
from the author, $22.95 softbound, add $2.95
postage and handling. Please note: the hardbound edition is sold out. Mastercard, VISA and
Discover accepted. John Waldsmith, 302
Granger Rd., Medina, OH 44256.
NEW BUBBLE LEVEL for Stereo Realist. Advanced
polymer ring with precision glass bubble. Simple installation, just snap in the center viewfinder. precision engineered by 3D Development
Company. Visit us at: www.reDresentatives
.com/3D or e-mail: infoQre~resentatives.com.
---

-
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a-VU PRINT MOUNTS simplify mounting stereo
views. Sample kit $6, includes mounted view.
Black or gray $381100 ppd. Also, King Inn 2'/4 x
21/4 viewers, mounts & achromatic lens kit.
Q-VU, 81 7 East 8th, Holtville, CA 92250.
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ALWAYS BUYING STEREO VIEWS AND REAL
PHOTOS of U.S. Mint, U.S. Treasury, and Bureau
of Engraving & Printing. High prices paid for
stereo views and real photos I need of U.S. Mint
coining operations, Treasury and BEP paper
money engraving & printing operations 1860s1920s. Especially seeking U.S. Mint interiors
and exteriors from Philadelphia; San Francisco;
New Orleans; Denver; Carson City, Nevada;
Dahlonega, Georgia; Charlotte, NC; plus U.S.
Treasury & Bureau of Engraving & Printing operations, Washington, DC and various U.S. Assay
offices. Please e-mail the image to W n d m a n
@littletoncoin.com or mail or FAX photocopy,
with price and condition noted. I'll reply within
48 hours. Attn Dave Sundman, c/o Littleton Coin
Co., One Littleton Coin Place, Littleton, NH
03561. FAX 603-444-3512. (est. 1945).
BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES. Any stereoptics,
photographs, ephemera, medals, catalogs,
memorabilia, etc. related to early cycling.
Singles or collections. Generally 1860-1955.
Permanent want. Loren Shields, PO Box 21 1,
Chagrin Falls, OH 44022-021 1, Phone (905886-691 1, vintaae-antiaue@home.com.

I
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CORTE-SCOPE VIEWS or sets, any subject or
condition. No viewers unless with views. John
Waldsmith, 302 Granger Rd., Medina, OH
44256.
FLORIDA - ANYTHING pre 1920 From: Palatka,
Crescent City, Pomona Park, Welaka, Melrose,
Interlachen, Sisco, etc., St. Johns River or Ocklawaha River Steamboats. Mike Ratliff, 209 Central Ave., Palatka, FL 32177, email: mike-ratliff
@iname.com.

-

I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHS! Stereoviews,
cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP post
cards, albums and photographs taken before
1920. Also interested in Xeroxes of Arizona
stereographs and photos for research. Will pay
postage and copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 2120 S.
Las Palmas Cir., Mesa, AZ 85202.
-

I'M LOOKING FOR the 1950s Realist Permamount
slide number 3113 from "The Realist Library of
Scenic Stereo Originals". Mark Willke, 200 SW
89th Ave., Portland, OR 97225. (503) 797-3458
days.
INDIANS & WESTERN, especially Colorado; all
formats (especially large); delegation, survey,
railroad, mining; Jackson, Russell, Savage,
O'Sullivan, Hillers, etc. Rob Lewis, 1560 Broadway 81500, Denver, C0 80202, (303) 861-2828,
ralewisQdenverlaw.com.
-~

3d.html.

-
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COLLECT. TRADE. BUY & SELL. 19th Century
images (cased, stereo, Cdv, cabinet & large
paper) Bill Lee, 8658 Galdiator Way, Sandy, UT
84094. billleetle@iun~.com Specialties: Western, Locomotives, Photographers, Indians, Mining, J. Carbutt, Expeditions, Ships, Utah and
occupational

-

INFORMATION REGARDING the repair or replacement of the slide changer on a Stereo Realist
Projector Model 81. Guy Kidwell, 28925 Wayside Lane, Bay Village, OH 44140, (440) 8714117.

-

LOUIS HELLER of Yreka and Fort Jones, California. Anything! Also, any early California or western views wanted. Carl Mautz,
Qnccn.net, (530) 478-1610.
s one of the benefits of membership, NSA
members are offered free use of classified
advertising. Members may use 100 wards per
year, divided into three ads with a maximum
of 35 words per ad. Additional words or additional ads may be insertedpt the rate of 200
per ward. Please include payments with ads.
We cannot provide billings. Ads will be placed
in the issue being assembled at the time of
their arrival unless a specific later issue is
requested.
Send all ads, with payment,
STEREO WORLD Classifieds,
561 0 SE 71st, Portland, OR
(A rate sheet for display ads is available from
the same addres5. Please s e!d
~ SASE.)

A

MCINTYRE VIEWS of 1000 Islands. Alexandria
Bay & Ogdensburg, NY, Brockvllle. Ontarlo Fred
McCarthy, 1026 E. Gondola Dr., Venlce, FL
34293, (941) 497-6825, mccarthvQhorne.com.
-

-

WILLIAM ENGLAND stereovlews "The Rhlne and
~ t sVicinity". Wanted list at htt~://mernbers.aol
.corn/hawerma/wenal.htrn Hartrnut Wettmann,
Postfach 210 729, D-10507 Berlin, Germany.
-

-

p~
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VISTA REALIST VIEWER. D.Smekal. 1765 Rosebery Ave. West Vancouver, BC V7V 225, Canada.
Fax: (604) 922-2855.

--

MUYBRIDGE VIEWS - Top prices paid. Also
Michigan and Mining - the 3Ms. Many views
available for trade. Leonard Walle, 47530 Edinborouuh Lane, Novi, MI 48374.

ARCHIVAL SLEEVES: clear 2.5-mil Polv~ro~vlene

NEED PHOTOS AND INFO on Dakota. No. Dakota
and So. Dakota photographers (stereo, post
card, any format) before 1920. Examples:
Howard, Mitchell, Rodacker and Blanchard,
Illingsworth, Pollach and Boyden, Cross and any
others. R. Kolbe, 1301 So. Duluth, Sioux Falls,
SD 57105.

CDV (3 318' X 4 318')
CDV POLYESTER (2-mil )
CDV PAGE 6-pocket top load
POSTCARD (3 314' X 5 314')
4' x 5'
STEREO 1#6 314 COVER (3 314' x 7')
STEREOPOLYESTER
CABINETICONTINENTAL(4 3 / 8 ' X 7')
#10 COVER (4 318' x 9 518')
5' x 7'
BOUDOIR ( 5 112' X 8 112')
8.~10'
11' x 14'
16' x 20' New! Improved! Sealed!

SINGLE VIEWS, or complete sets of "Longfellow's
Wayside Inn" done by D. C. Osborn, Artist, Assabet, Mass., Lawrence M. Rochette, 169 Woodland Drive, Marlborough, MA 01752.
STEREO REALIST 1525 Accessory Lens Kit for
Macro Stereo Camera; Realist 2066 Gold Button
Viewer; Realist 6-drawer stereo slide cabinet in
Exc.+ or better condition (must contain Realist
logo); Baja 8-drawer stereo slide cabinet with
plastic drawers marked "Versafile". Mark Willke,
200 SW 89th Ave., Portland, OR 97225. (503)
797-3458 days.

per 100:
per 100:
per page
per 100:
per 100:
per 100:
per 100:
per 100:
per 100:
per 50:
per 25:
per 25:
per 10:
per 10:

$8
case of 1000:
$1 3
case of 1000:
$0.50 case of 100:
$9
case of 1000:
$9
case of 1000:
$10
case of 1000:
2-mil $16 or 3-mil
$11
case of 1000:
$22
case of 500:
$8
case of 200:
$7
case of 500:
$9
case of 200:
$9
case of 100:
$22
case of 100:

$70
$120
$20
$80
$80
$90
$22
$100
$ 100
$30
$90
$45
$50
$140

Russell Norton, PO Bx 1070, New Haven, CT 06504-1070

US SHIPPING (48 States): $4 per order. lnst~tutionalbill~ng.(2001)
Connectlcul orders add 6% lax on entlre total ~ncluding
sh~pp~ng.

THE POKESCOPETMFOLDING 3D VIEWER

STEREO VIEWS or photographs in any other format showing stretcars in Scranton, PA or the
scranton area. Charles Wrobleski, 206 Green St.,
Clarks Green, PA 18411-1212

FOR VIEWING STEREO IMAGES OF ALL SIZES
New!
Great for:
Stereo Images on Computers
4" x 6" stereo prints
Browsing Stereo Cards
Off-sized Stereo Images

Upcoming
NSA National
Conventions

$49.95 + shipping. Includes the PokeScopeTMImage Manager software
Order at W W ~ . ~ O ~ ~ S C O ~ or~Call
. C 507-263-461
O ~
1
GRAPHIC MEDIA RESEARCH, 21 1 Ridgecrest Drive, Cannon Falls, MN USA

July 11-15, 2002
At the Holiday Inn
in Riverside, California
Contact Mike Aversa: mikirt@aol.com
or Lawrence Kaufman:
kaufman3d@earthlink.net
for more info or questions.
Visit the N.S.A. 2 0 0 2 web site at:
http:llwww.3drrear.comINSA

I

Bubble Level for Stereo Realist

I

July 23-29, 2003
At t h e Embassy Suites in
North Charleston, South Carolina
Contact Rill Moll for more info
or questions: whrnoll~iaol.com

July 2004
At the Doubletree Jantzen Beach
in Portland, Oregon
Contact Diane Rulien for more
info or questions:
dianem@uswest.net
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We've moved aaain!

C G cepts

P.O. Box 715 Cartisle, MA 01741

New viewers
st1 & lighted models

"Super Brio 1'BracF.p+t Dissolver

.
'V ~ ' i d e[L'ounts

stereo Macrolist

Contact us with your questions a~QnA@makeJDimages.com

www.make3D1mages.com
C
Uulti-slide
Rotary Viewers

f

Expanded

-

AWPk

P

and undated
-r-----

product I:--

C

xreo-active
-1ounter

"We Got 3D"
American Paper Optlcs, Inc.,
the world's leading manufacturer of
paper 3D glasses, is your one-stop source
for all your all your paper 3D and stereo
viewer products. We spec~alizern the custom
manufacture of printed 3D glasses with the
following optics:

-

Anaglyphic (red/blue red/green)
Polarized (linear and circular)
Diffraction (30 Fireworks)
Eclipse (safe solar viewers)
Pulfrich (television and video)
American Paper Optics is the exclusive
manufacturer of 3D glasses with
ChromaDeptW and HoloSpexTMlenses, and
our unlque patented paper stereo vlewers.

.s.:h.

"udderly"eye-poppin. f
?
...JlJ

3080 6ARTLEl-r
BOO-767-~~27.901-381-1515.
CORPORATE DRIVE.
FAX 901-381-1517
BARTLETT TN 38133
See us at www 3dglassesonline corn

@
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AUCTIONS

aef~IXBDIX
$trenpiic%
(Since 1981)

John Saddy

I 7

50 Foxborough Grove

London, Ontario N6K 4A8 CANADA

Lo_[

Main Phone Line (519) 641-4431 Personal Fax Line (519) 641-2899

;iff:Q&QM

E-mail: john.saddy.3d@sympatico.ca

CONSIIGNMENTS WEI,GOME FROM ANYWH[EWE ON ;IAIWTIP[
Take advantage of my powerful, extensive, and ever-expanding mailing list, built up through world-wide
advertising and reputation so you the consignor can benefit from excellent prices on choice material.

TERMS FOR CONSIGNMENT
EACH LOT IS CHARGED ITS INDIVIDUAL COMMISSION DEPENDING ON ITS REALIZED PRICE.

If lot realizes up to $40 ................................30%
If lot realizes $41.00 to $200.00 ..................25%
If lot realizes $201.00 to $500.00 ................20%
If lot realizes $501 .OO or more .....................15%

"I SPECIALIZE IN
CONSIGNMENTS;
I BUY TOO!"

(Etc.1 These auctions include fine STEREO CARDS Ranging in price from bulk lots
View-Master,
in
U.S.A. at 25 cents per card, to single-card lots at hundreds of
and Belgium-made reels, packets, dollars per card. I also handle viewers, Richard glass
etc. I'll handle any 3-D format including Tru-Vue films and views, full-size glass views, tissues, cased images, boxed
cards, Meopta reels & Realist format slides. I also handle
s1.
cameras and other equipment.
1
I

Anthony #2988
Abraham Lincoln
Sold for $1705.

DOGS AND CATS (8620)
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THE MUNSTERS (B481)

Contact me to get on my mailing list

Co. #2025
Liberty Hand at
the Philadelphia
1876 Exhibition

I

I

'z

=y$&

Please specify if your interest is Stereo Cards,
View-Master, or both.

.....,........,...........................,.....................................,.........................................................................
October 19, 1867, a boiler explosion destroyed much of the I./? Morris
Co. Ironworks in Philadelphia, killing at least two workers and scalding
0"
others. The aftermath of the explosion was documented in stereoviews by

&

Fredenc Cmfl Ir. (Collection of the Libmry Company of Philadelphia), who
was active in the Amateur Photographic Exchange Club and the Photographic Society of Philadelphia. More about the explosion and Mr. Cmff can
be found in "A t ttfd Exp n " by Samh J. Weathewax on page 16.

THE M A G A Z I N E OF
3-DIMENSIONAL IMAGING,
PAST h PRESENT

